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Preface

g wo k resorted in this paper arose from a

cepts of ,space and time in, pre sc oo .c 1

cognitive point of view. The work has be

"Language Development, in PreSchool Chil

of Education.

'The ,impetus for this work ste

4 aspects of developmental theory: t

theyGenevan tradition, and recent
a largely from linguistic theory,

remained largely insulated fro
to make explicit the assumpti

who may be bette'r.acquainted

This approach/has nice arily resulted in rather lengthy paper, and thosej

readers who are familiar w' h the material,pres nted in the ilOroductory pages,

are advised to turn to he description of the ests and discussion of the results.

I The attempt to Ombine two distinct th ories must result in a re- examination

both. We have t erefore-found it necessary to formulate a developmental model

hich, while drawi g on elements. of both psitions, introduces new concepts which

cannot be derived fromleither in isolation,
%

The cliff]. dlties of presenta -tion nherent in such an attempt are obvious.

We have theref re thoUght it best to s r.ucture the paper, from a histo"rical pers7

pective.

The ne pursues by the pape therefore progresses from a presentation of

results g: ned from previous wor , to a statement of our initial hypotheses. It

should b- borne in mind that; d ringrthe,course of the research, these hypotheses

did not rove entirely adequa to the complexity of the empirical evidence that

we enc.untere-7dt

V-

examination of the cleve°

e Project

ersity--

ed from a.desire,to nt grate two duiffereAt

cogni ive approach e mplified by work in

ork o 'language Acq s tion, which has_derived

Hith- to, these two e retical positions have

one another. We hav erefore found I.E necessary

derlying both', fr he benefit of-those readers

-one of these pos t ns than the other. ,

1.

4

' This will be follow- a detailed exposition of the tests carried out and

the results obtained fro' them gradually introducing the model that we have

evolved during the work inally, there' will be a summary of the theoretical

position which we now 'old. This will attempt to draw together the difterept

aspects covered in th paper.
t
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Introduction: Trends in Theories of Language Development

For almost a decade, during the early and mid - sixties, research into the
acquisition of language was dominated by ideas stemming from the revolution

.

in
4

.
.

*

linguis c thinking brottght about by Chomsky. This period of research was immensely
producti e, and resulted in much new knowledge of-children4s syntactic deVelopment.
This work nded to stress the innate abilitj.es, that the child was assumed to bring
to be during the.process'of acquisition'of.the grammar of his native ,language,

_dar___to___acrgau7n,t4o

systeM. As a result both of the emphasis on Syntax, and of the innatist,assump-
tioneUnderlying much of the work,,Lit ponsistedlargely of autAnomous__ .

written,to account for the imputed linguidtic competence of the child at different
. .

ages. (c. f. R% Brown 1973)x:
' 4

Recently, however, many writers have challenged the assumption that the prior
knowledge brought to bear by the,child during language acquisition is ipnate. At

the same tite, rboent work on lang6ge Comprehension suggesta'that there is no
necessary 4sorrespondence between the grammars written by linguists and the actual
processes and strategiei used.by the child Car adult) to produde and understand
utterances. (Fodor .& Garrett, 1906.) Many .t Ories now emphasise.the'priorify of
the cognitive processes which are taken to und rly language acquisitid6. (Sinclair
de Zwart, 1972, lobin, 1973).

.

A parallel ehifv...in emphasis has occurred.within linguistic theory. It has
been suggested thatChomsky!s syntactic deep structures are not deep enough, and
that a true, description of the /oasis of language mus't,sta'rt with admantics.

%
.(Halliday, 19 731 Fillmore & Langendoen 1971).

.

The confluence of these two thdoreticA currents has resulted in new work
which attempts to provide a detailed characterisation of the developing semantic
system of child language, and whichisees "meaning as the interface-between language
and experience" (wells 1973). .

%
Any/iheory.(4 semantic development must necessarily include -an aaequate

accouSt of the acquisition of the lexical system of the.language. This leads,almost
inevitably to an investigation-of th4 relationship betweerOanguage,and
all it, hai. been frequently rerarked-that,the meaning of a work for 496110'41 is 'not,:
.the same tas the- meaning of the word* for an adult.

ThtOries of Lexical'Development

,A fundamental concept in leniCal theory is that*Of the setOntic field.
(Ohman 1953) A semantic .field is taken to be a structured atraligement of all the
words in the lexis of the language; in question which"denote iipeat of a distinct
cognitive, experientlal,:449erceptual:or social dote tin in the ltn.gui.Eitic community.
A semantic field 1S'therefore,e relatively autonoMous/sub-system of the entire
lexis of the language.

Most studies of semantic fields- have 'focussed an'areas of intrinsic psycholo-
gical or4sooial interest, for example the lees of time, space and motion, kinship,
terms, colour names, 'pronouns, prepositions etc. (Fillenbaum & Rapoport, 1971).
All the terms within any given semantic field enter into certain relationships one
with another, e,g. synonymy, an*ymy, hyponymy. That is to4y, any 'demantic field
is a specific configuration, the' elements `of which are in relationships-of hier-,
archical'domination and-contrastive opposition. The predominant theoretical re-
presentation of this actual,structure of/the lexicon /has been provided by the
concept of the semantic feature, or component. (Hjeimslev 1953, Ullman r962).
This 'theory was developed originally by linguists5ofthe Prague and Copenhagen

5
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receivedschools, and receiv.ed new, attention in the formulation of thearies of interpretive
.

semantics and selectional restriction stemming from the work of Transformational
Grammarians-(Katz and Fodor, 19'63).'

.,

Semantic features are taken to be 'units of meaning smaller-than the full

mearigs.encoled and ,in grunt may mare hAsic, They _are:_tlia. molecular
"building blocks" out of which the,lexidbn of any particular language is con-
strin-tp71-._ items-which-mxkl.-un any given semantic field will-have
xertain.central semantic features in common; the differentiation of word meanings
is achieved by the addition-to tl;ese core features of additional features. ThuS

.semantic features are organized hierarchically. In addition ,to this, all features
are signalled within lexical items with either positive or negative polarity.
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Figure I shows a partial taxonomic representation of nouns. Semantic features
are-enclosed in squate brgckets, at the end of each string is one of the possible
lexical entries which incorporates all the features and their valuei found in the
path from top to bottom.

,If.the meaning of any'word in a semantic field can be seen as a hierarchical.
.organisation of different semantic features, then clearl any feiiture in the bier-
ar'chy:canhold either-a positive or negative value. If two words in any semantic
field,' are characterised by an exactly identical feature hierarchy, and differ only-
in,the:polarity of the value attached to the terminal feature, thesemords form a
wor&-pair. .Some theorists, notably Eve Clark (Clark 1973) , have cited the

_existence of these word pairs as instances 01 d more genetvil universal linguistic
phenomemon, marki9g. (c.f. Greenberg .1966).

'The:theory of marking as traditionally used in linguistic theory flea in the
main referred to five or six separate but re4ated phenomena. criteria for
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deciding whether a particular lexical or'symtactic di-stinctiOn'is of the marked/

unmarked.' variety are as .follows :a . ,e.P !.

.

1) Where there is amorphological difference between the marked and unmarked

iRstances, the unmarked i'nstahce will invariably be the morphologically

simpler of the two.' (E.g. the singular-plural diference in,English).

'marked:termin Certain usages; the unmarked term will therefOne be both an

antonym and a hyponym of'the marked term. (E.g. in English man can.be used

2)+Ganerally speaking, where the unmarked term dominates, the marked teem in a

semaiiiac field, the 'unmarked term will be th-e-ger.c.-t:stm inamorati-nic-the

t ,

as,the generic term.forshumanity)x
. . ,

.
,

. .

3) "Distinctions existing in the unmarked member are ofteq neutralised in the

marked categories ". `'(Greenberg, 1966). (E.g. in the German plural,- the it4

article and both weak and strongPforms of the adjectival declension ha., the

same form in all- three genders)..
f

, . k

4) Where the semantic opposition is one that refers to e presence or bsence

of a specific attribute, the unmarked term will always be the one de ot ng

presence, and thmarked teem die one denoting absence, as in the ca e of .

the English word-pairs same/different (similarity), more/less ('quantity) ___./

big /small (size). This is the vaguestecriierion.
i

5) As a result 'of all these differences, marked and unmarked word-pairs will have

slightly different syntactic distribiltion, and will not in all cases be in

P6rf t paradigmatic opposition: (E.g. cane can spy "the lake is six feet.

deep" lit not "the lake is six inches shallow"). ,e,

. ,

6) Where tbe marked /unmarked distinction applies to an adjectiVe-pair denoting

poles\ of a' continuum, the noun denoting the continuum will always sbe.derived

from the unmarked term, (E.g. lung, short, length) -

It has fr\quently been noted in studies of the development of word meaning,

that children appear to over-extend the meaning of words. They Evill tend to use

one word to refer a whole class of objects of situations, for only one of which

it is appropriate-usage in adult language. Recent studies of lexical development

have attempted to explain the acquisition of words by refierence to the semantic

features which are assuted to be contained in the wird in adult. language. Each

of the models proposed is essentially avariation on the same theme that the

child acquilres the meaning of the word through the addition one by one of the

separate features. McNeill (1970) suggested two possible hypotheses: that dither

when the child first uses a word, he takes it to mean either one or a combination

of a limited number of the features, and thereafter gradually acquires addftional'

features until his understanding corresponds with the adult dictionary entry

(horizontal development); or that all the features of the word are simultaneously

incorporated into the child's dictionary entry, but each feature is coded

separately, so that the same features are not necessarily recognised as sudh in

different entries within the lexicon (vertical development).
.

Both Eve Clark (Clark 1973) and Anglin (1970) argue for versions of the

horizontal development hypothesii. Anglin maintains that the addition of features

proceeds from "bottom" to "cop" the first features to be acquired are those .

which terminate the hierarchical sequence, he acquires the "particular"

features before the,"general". Clark, more cogently, argues the exact opposite:

the earliest features to be acquired are those highest up the hierarchical tree,

so that the child.will include in.the meaning of 'a word all the other words

r
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-whiell share that feature, or limited'set of features. In addition, she suggests

that the positive instance of any feature will initially be over-extended to

include the negative instance.

Crlark specifically situates her hypothesis wiithitf:Ole of the many theoried

of-innale linguistic dispositions which have characterised language acquisition

studies in the post-Chomsky period. This is the theory of innate semen is pr m

tives a0 advanced by Bierwisch (1970) and Postal (l966)0

g.grtain fundamental semantic features are linguis tic

'universals; as such-,Nthey M4P,"linally be reduted to components representing the-

basic dispositions of the cOgnitiVe and perceptual structure of the human

organ (Bierwisch, 1970), .To effectively'test this hypothesis, it is

neceas to select an area of the lexicon which is susceptible both to an ex-

haustiv analysis of the acqui4ition of the actual lexical items, and a detailed

- investigation of the development of the concepts expressed by means of these

terms. Locative and temporal relational terms constitute such an area, and it ig

these two semantic Otelds which have)been investigated in the study reported

here. , 4

Although the semantic field/roftime'and space are relatively distinct,

there are many instances of metaphoric extension of a term from one field into

anothef; e.1g. fore andiaft in nautiCaL language, ruiming after a bus, behind the

tires etc. It77-therbfore apparent that a strong conneCTT3i7exists atTring-
uistic level between these two fields. Moreover, psychological investigations

have suggested that a similar relationship exits at the cognitive level (see

below).

The most substantial body of data on the child's acquisition of spatial and

temporal relational terms to date is provided by the work of Eve Clark, In

particular she has carried out detailed investigations of the acquisition of the

relational terms in front, behind (in back), before and after. Both in front/

behind and beforefaftel. form oppositi=worT1-7iiii:s whi-EliiIrffer only in the

poaitive or negative valence of the terminal feature in the structural description

of thp adult lexical sub-system. For example, she proposes the following'
chardcterisatian* of the feature hierarchy for certain temporal terms (Fig, 2).

[rim]

-\

When [Prio]t]

// A:-
before after

Figure 2

* It should be noted here that Clark'sallocation of poi/titre and negative values

to before and after depends entirely on the selection of the feature Prior] . Had

she selected the feature 1-ubsequentl-as a constituent pf her structural descrip-

tion, the terininal.values for these wordswould have been reversed,
1

a
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. ', , . t
The,positive,term of each word-pair.(before, in front) is referred to.by,;

Clark as the-unmarkedItem, and the negative te,rm..(after4 be ind) As the marked'
item. She ciTTsMence from the work of Donaldson n and Bal titir.,41968) iiir---
Donaldson and Wales (1970) who studied the acquisition gf:the word-pt.its more and

-wad -demonstrated that, the pubiLiye uumarky m 'as,.1.'"in

each case, _ i1
,.

."-.°
I

-*
al The first term to be acquired, used and understoctd oortei-tly by -the child
lal.the_mord .geitemal irpm_of.tbc. word the-negaTi-ve Ter.mwaa

first understood ancFrised in contexts appropriate to.the-use of-the unmarked
term

r

In other words, children initially-understand. less to mean the same as more,
and different' Co mean the same as same. 'Clark interprets this as an indi'cation__-
that-Tl-Te7-5O-iitive instance of any feature is acquired earlier than its negative
instance, She suggests tha40 the reason for this is hat:-the positive Member of

.

each Word pair is the generic one, in that it refers to, the preserke .pf the
property or attribute coded in the terminal feature, cog-Amore can refer simply
to some, as when a child asks for "more milk",'whereas less can only be used as
a comparative. In the case of in front/behind.and'befor75fter, shoe directly kt
relates these observations to t-g-WaTOTIOTTRe demantic primitives, 'perceptually

---

derived information is coded in the form of basic.semantic features: in front is
seen as more "primitive" in the sense that it refers to objects Withi-iit7J7isual
field, 'whereas the initial usage of behind is wifh.referenee !co objects outside
the visual field. Similar hypotheses are tendered by her to)account for

0supposed discrepancies in...the acquisition of ether spatial and temporal terms.

Eve Clark's initial hypothesis that the terms she takes to be positive and
unmarked will b acquired earlier than the negative, malted terms, is borniout

iby her results (Clark 1971); ill each case, the '1unrnarked" term is used and kinder=
stood correctly before the "marked" term, Nevertheless, Clark's theory Ilsb
logically entails that not only will the "unmarked" terms,he signific.rary easier
for children to understand, but al,so that the "marked" term will,he consistently
interpreted by young children to mean the -§ame as the "unmarked" word of the pair.'
However, no evidence.of such substitution, or over-extension is presented by her
In a comprehension task involving acting-out-of sentences conjoined by.befTe
and after, the most significant predictor of semantic reversalby the,Jilldren
would appear to be the actual temporal sequence of the words describing the events
within the actual spoken senten,e. (Clark, 1971) Evidently-, children aged.,'
between 3 years and 4 years 11 months interpret such constructions by employing
an order-of-mention strategy. This was recognised by Clark as a factor in the
Comprehension task, but she still onsidered it to be secondary to her major
hypothesis,

The Ac uisition bf Conculs2152railimilG2gnirive Theories

Most systematic accounts of the're;ationship between language and cognition
have hitherto been generated by the wbek.of Piaget Cognitive devblopment, as seen
by Piaget', consists of the gradual construction By the deve)opinghild of incre-
asingly eiff,ecti,ve cognitive schemata based upon successive stages-of cc-otdination
of the logic of actions, Knowledge, for PiaAef,.is not deris.ed Flom ptrpts,
i.e. sensory input, or'trom symbolic representations of such sensory information,
as is maintained by most empiricist psychologists, but upon the inteinalisareon
(and symbolic representation) of the actions performed upon these Obja,ts.-

9



"Logico-mathematical concepts presuppose a E;e,of operations tha t are abstra6ted

,not frrim the objects perceivedbut from the actions performed on these oNect.s,

which is by no means th.e-same". ( Piaget '& Lnhelder,,1969 49), Cognition,

therefore,is not merely a reflection of 'the.realworrd, even a reflection

. mediated:through sYmbolic repreaentation. On the contrary, cpgrition,is a .con-

structive act, and one which furthermoLe constructsj.ts'own object. It follows,'

.
therefore, that for Piaget, lapgliage, in common. with-. other symbolic systems, is

a secondary' intellectual process. The child can only express in language' the

-ordination of ace-ions. This logic is more profound than the logic attached to

-Aangua-ge,cand itappnais well -breftrre- the logic of pcet,osit ins;; 3n fihe strip
19.e4te".- (Piaget, 1963) ".A. syMhoV(is 4signifier with Afigurative content
different from, and assimilated to, Operative intelligenCe, whicA lt the
symbol's source and referent". (Furth,1969 p.. 99).' Studies of language acquis-
ition-conducted 15'y psychotogists in the Gene tradition halYetherefolge

emphasised the investigation ?rough langu of the cognitive structures under-

lying its use. .(S.g. Sinclair-de ZWart 19 2). In addition to this, investigations
of cognitive development have assumed that the language used by the child is
me -rely a direct reflection .of the level of cognitive\ development already achieved.

No systematic work has ever been wried out within this tradition to determine
whether the lexical items encountered, by the child in -the experimental-situation
mean the same for him as for the adult experimenter, - the fart of apparent

comprehension hats been taken to be sufficient in itself.
6

It is well known that Piaget (Piaget and Inhelder 1956). proposed that the

child's conception:of time develops out of', and builds upon, the notions that he

has acquired in his operations in space. Piaget contends that sine time is a4more

abstract conceptiA, relating to transient events rather than permanent objects,
the child will begin to understand space before he can grasp ideas of temporal
order. In order. for events to be related to each other in time, the child must

already be 'capable of mental representation.. The earliest conceptions of space;,
however, consist of the seAsori-motor schemes by means of which the child co-
ordinates the'movements of his- own limbs, and his actions upon objects. The first

conceptions of space are topological:

"If we think of an object or configuation of objects occurring within
,a single perceptual field as'ou.r given set, a topologic:at $e -metry deals

only with those relations which are internal to the set and are preserved
despite stretching and rotation-relations such as proximity, separation,
surrounding' add order".

(Johnston 197 pp. 2-3).'
6

It. is only later .that the concepts of"wEuclidean space projective linear

relations which are nqt preserved through rotation, sUch as above, below, in front,
behind,- up, down, right, left etc, are understood by'the child. These are're-
lations which demand 'a point of view to define the direction of the'referene; if

the point of view changes, s'o does the relation. All relations in time, apart

from that of immediate coincidenceor simultaneity, are of a similar type to those

occurring in Euclidean geomtry. They demand a viewpoint.. A central notion in
PiJaget's work pn the development of spatial. concepts is that of decentering:

"In the course of.the'first eighteen months, there occurs a kind of
Copernican revolution ... where.by the child eventually comes to regard
himself as an (:.! lrIong (1.-1(.rq in :I univ,roo that is made Up- of

permanent objects (that is, sttnctured.,,in a spatio-temporal manner) and
in which there is at work a causality that. is both loLaliAd in space
and objectifi,pd in things".

( Piaget -and Inhelder, 19h9, p. 1))

p
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Thus the establishmentof objec.t permanence enables the child to recognise
that he has a viewpoint of his own, But it is not until about 6 years old that the
child can filially "liberate" himself from his own point of view in space,"acd
mentally is construct that of auother person. It is this processkwhich is .knoWn
as decentering.

Full mastery of tSis ability is acIlieved bRly with the establishment of
operationarTHT6king, operational thinking is aaracterisedliii* the existence of
group -like structuXs;(Piaget, 19/1) which lend to the/mental- operations inter- .
nalised and used by the child the attributes of. iden1ity,'nosure, associativityv
and reversibility,

/ft; any operation, the element,which are operated/On enter into certain
relationships. These relationships all Ibear the properties listed above, in
different types of combinations. It is when all.the.se different combinations are
available to the child that, operational thinking is said to have been attained.
Any one particular. combination Of the different variants of Lite baAic telations
listed above, is one concrete operational system.' These different operational
systems are generajly not acquired Simultaneous15 -.all the properties of the
group-like structure may be present in one concrete operational system, but these
properties may not have been extended to the specific forms.necessary . for the
establishment of a different operational system. It is not, therefore, valid to
deduce from, for example, the existence of a compensation strategy 0 a cons,ar-
vation task, the existence of the'full strictures of operational thinking.

The ability to apply the operational rules in concrete situationslinvOlving
real objects is known as concrete operational thinking, and avcording to T?iaget
develops between the ages of about 6 and 8 years of age

Between the ages of 11 and 14 yeas the child develops 'the.abilit.), to com-
bine the different concrete-operational systEms in order to construct hypotligtiy1
situations In other words, operations begin to be performed onirelatiors rather
than on objects, This stage is called by Piaget formal op rational thinkinq, and
is the'detining Characteristicof adult thopght.

A frequently observed phenomenon in the ueveftpment of'concrete 'operational
thinking is,-what Piaget terms horizotal decalage; this.phenor-enon is enco.mtered
when the child, is able to apply ce.rtain.logical,rules to A plinl.em in onc
but cannot apply the same logical rul,s'to a logically identical_problem in a

different situation in which differene.t objects a/ involved For example, con-
servation' of mass is typically observed before copservation of vo4pme The
counterpart to this horizontal decalage is vertical decalage, in which there is
a similarity between the strut -torts to which operations are applied at different
levels of functioning, for example motor as against represnt:Itioral organisation
of a certain lititcd apace

We will now go od to consider sLmA previous world' on "dZ"centering" in space
and time.A.

Piaget and Irheldor (i956) iqve3t12,actod child-s phiiicy to rc.ognise
and construct a spqt,ial perspective fr,m'')is own i11 tHe,wel1-known three-
mountains experiment. .1-:rer (P)h8) ddapted this t:chnicitiv forthe investigation

o



of tempordl decentering. noted d.uevelopmLn,eai , han,ge,in rthe atuie.and quantity

kof temporal reference produced in the 4oqtaneous speech.of threeehildren;at. arodhd.

4,years., (tacluded in' this was the first ;appearance in production or the word

before" and after as well as increased-use of tense markers. Ae pohtfulaied that

underlying thri7Fange was the onset of the ability to decenter, in,titreo Ue con-

structed tests which involved the selection by the child of-a)ictd're:

__temporal series, which represented a oartkcular viewpoint,. Cromer concentrated

largely on the.driderstanding and, use of verb tense

The results he otitailned, however, did not substattiata bis own hypotli-esis

* itk its initial form. 1) centering had not taken 01aLe even by she age of 4 yearq,

9 months, He suggested chat a more alequate formulation of the pfcess of temporal

decentering.yould be to hypothesize' two distincideceritering stages, thefarst'ut o

these would enable a child to relate anevent at Time X (any t,i,me! torhi's ''owls"

TimeC lt,is clear that, the temporal order systettli Set up by 4he <711i.ld at this

stage woult remain entirely unidirectional, the second stage, it was. thought;

would consist in the child developine the ability to relate separate e..encs, at

time X and Time Y, to one adathor, wi.theut referent( to, or'ypdiation through, his

"own" Time C. This decentLring would,,lor.nec(ssity, require. he child to grisp

the hi-directionality of a yl .,!ation.11 system: :e if X isbefore Y, Y is

after X,

As it is u here, the Loncept of hi-diActionalicv presents itself as an

example of Piagettia ekersibiit122122521122ps, in this case, the relationship'

between befOre,and after is one of reciproctty. Thus we hypothesizfd that the stage

of secondary decenter would oc(nr at around the time of onAet'of concrete oper-

ational thinking, i,e, between the ages of 6 and years-

This interpretation of Crov,e's-r esoLF4 gained suppor t from a reading of the "r

wogpf Eve Clark (1971) an' Ecriciso and Soinclair (1971) ! lark.admirist7fd

tests to children to investigate the comprehllasion and production of lator.v and

after, and her results tell into threchroad response categories the TTr's:t

category consisted of,children who, in the comprehension task, us'rl an 'order of

mention" strategy,. Niether were these children able' to use relaticnal terms. to

,link two.eventsthat theV w(re asl,ed to describe ln the nrodustion task The-

second group of children, she Claime,', inierprv;ed before correvly in thii. compr.-

bension task, but not are lheywe:r., also Lapab,e of using h'efbre appropriately

in the produc4ien task, but did not use after As mentioned abe,e,Cler'. inter-
.1e.r +

pretpd this produLtion task resolf as support tor Ife thPsis I hat before/afrer.
,

constitute a marked/unmarked woe I pair How(vcr, iY should also be clear that it

is uhsurprising triatillhiren'spntane-nisty used hceo.re'in terence to otter to
...NO

conjoin two sentences, sines the dse4(q befdre In the mi.1-( ladse pusilioa does oat

require the child to reverse in iangilage the ae!ual temporal order of events,

whereas the corresponding of att. r !qes, Rut toire response category onsisted

of children possesSingfull produ.-Tive ani ree2ptive c'ompotence in re useot these

terms .

Ferteiro and Sinclaii, on a produ-stjon similar to ihr?1- used Hy Clark-,

were also able. to group ehiLilrer in :I's.. cd; , wltr !, ; d I'P 11 betwen

the. ages bt te years and 9 NLrer4 , loin I tilts L , I a,im, la! At

test of consetvation of 114;0 sii c:, liar en i 11,1"0 11.8 ' 0 this way,

they hoped.to-rel&te I. , h i l a I i r , r s

lying operative lo.ef of deplop.,ent' Fheir ch. tvsit 'dtegoriesowro, as

12
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A

follows:. :

-.9 -

`Category) _children, when de$cribing a seqU'ence of two independent actions, used
two 'weagly71inked rositions (egg, "and thee).. When asked when. each of these
actions occurred, ey tended to say'"naw" or "just then", thus introducing a link
between themselves and the-eventi, but not betweenthe two events, When asked t:o
describe the actions in the revrse of the orderroCoccurrence, they tended to
reiteratesthe7original deseription, or to reverse the order 'without adding any1 temporat.indicatbrs. Thes,e children were totally pre operational on the conser7-
.vation te$,t.

A

Categorys2 :Children- in the free- choice description used two weakly-linked pro-
positions with verbs in the same tense,' but in contrast with the respOnses.

.-catego6 1, the71inkstended to be adverbial first, afterwards). When asked
;wthen the,events.pecurred, they gave correct answers. In the inverse-order-descrip-.
tiOnchildren complied with the instructions to start by talking about the 'second
event,. but were incapable of using temporal indicators to7descfibetheacfual
temporal -sequence, Thesc.'children had reached reversibility.of action in the con-,

..,servatiOn tests,- bi)t,did not conserve', ,

"Category 3 children gave correct answers in eqrh case. They were able to use bothbefore and after appxopriately, and succeeded on the conservation-test.

Howevet, they dO not. mention that they found eny-difference .between the child suse of before and after, althoughthey do not-fully deacribe their results on.comprehension tasks. :4

Ferreita and Sinclair took the lack of reversibility of action and its cor-
responding comprehension and production level as indicativeof childrena'-inability,to linktwo separate events in such a way that one is used as an anchor and
reference yoint for.the,other, Children, at the second stage, they deduced, could
eatablish;twoindependent relationships of temporal ordering, but could not' inte-
grate them together or deduce one-from the other. The similarity between this
description and the suggested stage of "primary decentering" (what Piaget, 1968b,refers to as "semi logic with one-'Way mapping") was striking. The category 3
children succeeded in-relating two events in time without interference from theirown viewpoint. This would appear to correspond to the stage of "secondary de-
centering.'.',

13
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Summary

We'can summatise the fonclusions that we drew f 444-the above-mentioned.work
on the production and oamprehqnsion of spatial and temporal relational terms as
follows: in the work of Eve Clark there would appear to be twopossible lines of /

investigation. first of these relates to her thesis that such relational
terms exhibit patterns of acquisition charapteriitic,of unmarked/marked word pairs.
We did not find the eyidenge which Clark uses to support this claim to be con-
clusive; neither did we, after examination of the linguistic nature of'marking,
'find any a prior reason for supposing this to be so.' We decided to investigate the
hypothesis that the theory of marking is not adequate to account fbr the developing
comprehension and use of spatial and temporal relational terms. The method chosen
to 'investigate this was an investigation of the response styles of young children
to comprehension and production tasks using these terms. These would then be
compared with the-response-styles of the same children to similar tasks incor-

- porating.word-paira for which there existed more substantial evidence of marking.
We considered the.second.line of investigation implicit in Clark's work to'be not-

.

etItially more fruitful;that is that children will employ specific response-
- strategies for comprehension and production, based on actual perceptual attributes
of tba,objects and language encountered in the experimental situation. We were
able to identify at least two; examples of this in her work., Firstly, the strategy'
employed in comprehqnsion of sentences conjoined by before or after, by'which the
actual temporal order of events is identified with the order iinTich the events
are mentioned in the sentence. Tbe second of these is Clark's observation of
substitutiOns of spatial relations in response to comprehension items, where the
relation which is substitutelf is not "that coded in the instruction, but one which
is more appropriate to the perceptual 'Configuration. For example, a child asked .

to put a brick on.a tunnel; is more likely to-put it inside the tunnel. It was
decided to make a fuller examination of such strategies.

-10 -

In the work of Cromer and of Ferreiro and Sinclair, there was considerable.
eviqnce that the range of situations in which spatial and temporal relational
terms could be used and understood, was limited.by the level of-cognitive develop-
ment currently attained by the child. This level of development could be char-
acterised in two ways; firstly, in general, with reference to progress, towards

-,concrete operational thinking. More specifically, it could be described in terms
of the two stages of spatial and temporal decentering.

. With the attainment of primary decentering, the child is in possession of the
following logical ability: that is to'relate his own subjectiveposition within a
configuration ,or a continuum to- that of any one other object or event. However,
-such relations still remain entirely uni-directional;Ithe child still cannot relate
both objects/events simultaneously to his own subjective position or to each-
ther. The cognitive capabilities of the primary-decentrred child are diagramma-
tically represented below.

0

speaker

14



The ability of the child to liberate himself completely from hia own subject
tive viewpoint tis established by secondary decentering. The secondary decentered
child can relate events on a continuum or objects in a configuration to each other
by reference to-their own relative positions, and without recourse to a subjectiv
anchor-point. The stage of secondary decentering is diagrammatically represente

\below.
. C,----. -\ ..,

X t.: > Y < _Z .

0 speaker

Although the logical structures of primary and secondary decenter
identical in'space to those in time, there are immediatelyobvious dif
between the nature of the perceptions of space and of time Whereas }/rm
ordinary "Newtonian" sense, is uni-dimensional continuum, space exte dS

dimensions. The existence of three dimensions, or axes of reference, '
introduces a greater complexity in tasks involving spatial relational
likely effect of this word be .that spatial,Apcentering would lag be nd tempo al f,

.decentering (horizontal decalage). On the ether hand, if, as Piaget suggests
y.the-concept of time evolves out of that of spice, we Would expect t e introd ction
of an opposite effect.' Because of the indeterminacy of 4e eviden e, we fond it
impossible to formulate a definite hypothesis on the relative ord r ofspa lel
and temporal decentering. We therAfore confined ourselves to the hypothe idthat,
since their logical.structures are identical, both should be at aine .at roughly,
the same Ages.

It should be emphasised our theorisation of the st ges f p imary-and
secondary decentering is not equivalent to Piaget's concept o 'e oce trism".

However,'if such a concept is applicable to notions of space it ould be.expected
that the pre-operational Child would display a tendency to u e his own front/ 5

back axis, in placements involving theuse of in front and ehin , in preference

to that of other obje s.

As we have already, noted, Johnston has noted that sp tia relational terms
may be classified according to-whether the relationship that t ey. express is

topological or Euclidean. SincTiaget mail3Aains that-to olo cal notions are

more prithitive than Euclidean ones, we would predict that,com rehension of topol-
ogical relational terms will precede that of Euclidean relati nal terms,

I
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H .theses

These will be stated in

Marking

- 12 -;

positive form.

- 1. An investigation of the slionse styles of children to comprehension items
involving the terms befor tafter.anu in front /behind will reveal no significant
difference betweenthe fr quency of substitution of the "unmarked" for the
"marked" term and the fre uency of substitution of the "marked" for the "unmarked"
term.

2. An investigation of the comprehension of the following terms':
bigger /smaller,-not as.hg/not as small, less big/less small; willreveal sig-
nificantly more substitution of the unmarked for the marked term than the
reverse.

Strategies
.

An investigation of the strategies of comprehension of spatial and temporal
relational terms will reveal the utilisation by children of specific perceptual
attributes of the objects, configurations and linguistic input present in the,

. experimental situation,

asaatiaa
.

1. An investigation of the comprehension of the terms before/after, in:front/behind,
above/below *11 -reveal two distindt stages of primary°and secondary decentering.

2, The,onset of prithary decentering in'spaceand time_will precede that of sec-
ondary de(centering.

3. Using a test of conservation of liquid volume as a measure of the development
°towards concrete operatidnal'thilking, 'there will be a significant positive
correlation between the onset of reversibility of action (renversabilite) and
primary decentering. This will occur between the ages of. 3i and 4i years.

4., Using a test of conservation of, liquid volume as a measure of the development
tdwards concrete operational thinking there will be a significant positive
correlation between the onset'of conservation (reversibility of operations) and
secondary decentering This will occur between the ages of 6 and 8 years.

Axes

An investigation of responses to items involving placement of objects in
response to instructions incorporating the relational terms in front, behind', will
reveal a developmental sequence.. from-the child's Uae of his on front/back axis
to that of other objects:. .

Topological /Euclidean

V . An investigation of the relative ease of comprehension of spatial relato
terms will rev'eal that topological relational) terms will be easier than qclidean

,relationalterms.

16
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Method

1, Subjects

This study, which is still continuing, was concei d as a longitudinal
The subjects whose results are reported'here were drawn from two sources, Th

*
are:

a) 64 children, one half of the total sample of children participating in. ehe.
Bristol Longitudinal Study of Language Development, directed by Gordon (7011s,
This sample was evenly balanced according to sex, and social class, 32/children
wereAirst tested at 11 years, and 32 were first tested at 3i years, (16

children at 3i years received the temporal tests, the remaining 16 3k/;yeaioldill
and all .the children at 11 years received the spatial tests, In ad4tion°fo
this, all children at age 31 years received a test of conservation of liquids,
It is intended,] at the development of these children, as sham on these tests,
will bemonitored at'six-monthly i tervals for.a period-of two years from the -

first occasion of testing,

b) 30 children, II aged 5 years., aged 6 years, and 9 .aged 7 years. The subjects
were evenly balanced accordin to sex, but no control was introduced for social -

class, These children were tested at the local primary school at which they
were in attendance. Each child was tested on 3 spatial, 4 temporal tests, a
liquid conservation test, a d attest of comprehension of dimensional terms.

2. The Tests

i. Temporal
a

a) Temporal Seriation Test

This test is design4 ti i estigate primary dgcentering, The testing material
consists of a series' of ()loured -Cards., each of which illustrates a simple

declarative sentence, Eac sentence forms part of a short story about a Teddy
bear.

A '

N.

e.g. Teddy is -asleep
'Teddy wakes up

' a.,

Teddy gets but of bed'etc.

The story is told to thechild by the experimenter, who lays out the cards
as each sentence is spoken, so that 'the cards form aleft-right serk0. The '

story is retold once, with the experimenter pointing to the appropriatelpictle
fOr each sentence, The cards are then shufflefl on the table, and the child is
required tore -order them as the experimenter'itads but the story. The purpose
of this is to teach the child a simple_dne-to-one coirespondefice between
sentence and.piecture, and the left -right conventi411of temporal orclet The

child is then asked e,g.1"sh997 me what Teddy does just atter he wakes up". A
similar sentence is'used 6test comprehension of the word before,

The child is then asked to insert 3 further pictures into the series, e.g.
"teddy wakes up when the alarm clock goes off ", comprehension of the terms "and
then" and "just before" is also similarly' tested, Success'in these tasks is
taken to be indicative of the attainment of primary decentering; in each case,
the child is required only to, take one event as reference f6r another, or

1.7



su j Ctive present", and relate the other event to it along a continuum.

Chi d en are assigned to pass and Fail categories according to their perfor-

mance on the entire teat.

Each of the 6 test items has a possible score of 2 points; a total .

sc. re of 9 out of the'possible 12 points Over the entire test is designated as
A

th Pass criterion.

C. ..

1) Te t of Production of Temporal Relational Terms.
y

)

This test is similar to that used by Ferreiro and Sinclair (1V1).. The.method

by iCh the child is induced to produce temporal,cOnnectives is as follows:

.the\experimenter performs a sequenceof two actions, using dolls and toy

`anials, involving ether one'or two agentive participants. The child is then

;asked: "what -happened there?" His response is noted.. The child is then asked

e.g. "When aid .the mumMy'open the door?" if one of 'the actions is the mummy

doll opening the door. He is also askL1 when the other event occurs. In the

one case in which the agent of the first actionis different from the agent

in the second action, the. child is then asked to describe the entire sequence

again, but to start by talking about the agent of the second action. This is

to determine whether or not the child can free himself, in production, from

thec nStraints imposed by the correspondence of word order with temporal ordati.

The Orpose of this test is to tesr the child's productive competence in the

use Of temporal relational terms. Results obtained in this test are compared

withlresults gained from tests of: comprehension of the same terms, decentering,

Illd liquid conservation. The test also provides'data on the order of appearance

in the child's productive repertoire of the words, before,and after.

. . ;

c). Test of Comprehensicin of Before and After. (Temporal Comprehension Test)

.

Inithis lest, the experimenter reads dut a series of eight sentences; each of

which links two actions, to be acted out by the child using dolls and toys, by

use of the words before or after. The test is designed to investigate the effect

on utihe chiles performance'of the following 3 variables:

1. Number of participants in the sentence

2.-PositiOn (either initial or mid-clause) of the relational term

3. Relative ease of comprehension of before and

JL is way, concrete strategies employed during the transition from primary to

secondary decentering may be elucidated. It will also provide evidence as to

the validity of Eve Clark's (1971) classification of before and after as an un-

marked/marked pair.

:/The eight sentences used in the test are as follows:

1. The Loy strokesthe dog before he goes upstairs.

2. The,girrkisses the mummy before the dog touches the horse,

3. After mummy cleans the window, she goes donstairs.

4 After the -girl crosses the bridge, thecartoes down the road.

5t.,Before theboy pats the dog, he kisses the girl..

6, Before the girl goes upstairs, the'boy sits on the chair.

7, The boy climbs onto the horse,' aftee he pats the dog.

8. The boy pats the dog aftec the girl kisses the horse.

0
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d). Temporal.. ser iation: three-Lem se Vies 7.
.

This is a test of secondary de'centering. The experimenter presents three cards
to the child, each depicting ate event in.which the mayor participant is the
teddy-bear. The experimenter 6hen-reads put a sentence in which all the events
are ordered according to a sequence determined by two temPoral prepositions, either

( before or: after,

egojedlity picks%some flowers beCore he rides theAbike but atter he meets the

/
monkey,

---.'
. ..0

There are four sentences:in all, taking the forms.

a) X, before Y but atter Z

b) X 'after Y but before Z

c) X betoreY and before 7

d) X after Y and After 4 .

where X,Y,Z are all events depicted on the cards, Sentence ic) can be success-
fully interpreted by use 9f an order-of, mention strategy, sentence (d) byuse.of
a reversal of this sveategy, sentences (a) and (b) only by the attainment of
second4ry decentering.

Since in-addition to the semantic complexity of the sentence the child may
fad; problems caused by limitations in short-term memory, a control sequence is
also first administered in which4"chree events arellfgked by the connective "and
then".''cln addition to this, a two stage test is.administered, where the child
is required)toorder the three cards in two separate and consecutive stages,
accordingto-two sentences which each link two of the cards by the use of_before
ore!
e.g. Teddy makes the sandcastle after he paddles,

(Pause)
t.

7ut ,., before he makes. the )sanac:ast10., he'eats a stick of codc.

There are tour such Atemsin all, each requiring the child to relate one
event at a time to another fixed referdlice Point, it is therefore loKically
equivaleot t,,o a primary decentering task.

Both 'these latter tests also establish whether or not the ,hild has managed
to establish correct iconic equivalences between the picture's and the spoken
sentences, and is in possession of the relevant left-right r-pres(.ritvional
cOrtvention- A similar test involving an acting-our technique was also piloted,
in viet.44of the difficulties involved in the use of inctorial representation.
Howevet, this test was round to impose a greater burden on short-term memory,
and was therefore abandoned., Su.ress on s2ntences(a) dnd it') is taken to be
conclusive indication of the attainment by the z.hird of secordaty,tempocal
decentering, and the related structures of operational thinking, is timef
the child has attained full receptive competence in the use of hetore a d atter.

- . -

The chin] ds required in these sentenceS to relate the event whi,h is slokrn
first to two other evEnts, whirh rlationally detine its postttun )n the
temporal order ,The Lhildjs theretote-required to concentrate on the reJational

19
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position Of.hiS event, rather than deducing it from a focussing of attention
:on theevent immediately following the preposition, and using this as the
AnchOrrpoint', as he can do in tests (b) and (c), . This means that one would
expeOt a Strategy-shift in the LpercePtual decoding of these terms which would
Occur whet the chiad is actualy in, the process of acquiring decentering.

, ,

,

This poi4t will be.expanded in the Results section. .

1 '
.

)

Spatial

It shouldbe noted that e spatial tests incorporate'a greater range of

terms than the temporal tests. There'ar two reasons for this. Firstly,

many temporal relations in En ish are expressed through tense and aspect,
and therefore fall within the grammatical rather than the/lexical system of
the language. (Spatial relat ons, on the other hand, are signalled almost
entirely through the use of pre'position9. . Secondly, as has already been
mentioned, there are more dimensions in'space than time, and therefore a
correspondingly greater number of spatial relations to be coded.
Partly beCause of the limited time available during any one testing session,
and partly because of practical diffkculties evountei-ed in attempting to
get children to e'spond, we1have not included any prodUction tasks in our
spatial tests.' -

g) Comprehension of Locative Terms:,

This test is administered. to children .14 all ages covered by this
experiment cnsists'of a series of sentences to be acted out, with
toys, by the'child, all of which express spatialrelations betweeh objects
by means of prepositions. The prepositions tested ate: in, on', out of,

under,.beside, tik, down, inside, outside, along, on the side of, across, over,
next to, around, between, in front of, behind, above,'below.
The adverbs upwards and downwards are also included. This test will enable.

us to determine the order of acquisition of these locative prepositions,
A pilot run of this test enabled us to isolate eight categories of response.
These will be described in the section dealing with results.

oe The test yin provide evidence against which to test the hypothesis that
comprehension of,- locative terms proceeds from' opological to Euclidean terms,

and to test Eve Clark's marking hypothesis.

b) Locative Orientation Test.

As was pointed out earlier, the semantic field of space is more complex
than'that of time, since space is tri- dimensional. In particular, the

prepositions in front and behind are ambiguous. Any expression incorporating
these terms may be interpreted by reference to several axes. The appropriate
axis is selected according to the cues perceived withim the configuration
by the observer. (E.g. "in front of the car" may refer to a position between
the observer and_the car -and proximal to the car, or to a position at the

front of the.car.) Since Piaget characterises the thought of young children
as "egOcentric", this task was originally designed to test the hypothesis

that children will begin by using their own front-back axis as reference, and
only later use that of other objects. The procedure adopted is as follows:
a reference object (.toy lorry) is placed in the middle of a painted wooden

road, marked with a central broken white line, so that the lorry is facing

either along ur across the road. The child is asked by the experimenter

20
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to place a toy car in front of/behind the lorry. The position of the child
is varied, being either perpendicular to the long axis of the road, so that
his gaze bisects it, or at the end of the 'road, so that he faces down its
long axis. Thus'there are eight conditiois in all. TAetest is diagrammed
in the'section on results. The position of the placement object (car) and
the direction in which it facesis noted in all eases.

c) Spatia1.3-term series.
'4

This test is designed to be directly comparable with the temporal
3-term series test. However; since there are no intrinsic spatial axes
comparable to the left'-right temporal order convention, we decided to use a
technique of object ordering, rather than Picture ordering.

In this test, the child is asked by the experimenter to place objects(t) on the road, so that'e.g. "The car is in front of the lorry but behind
the bus","(b).onthe stairs inside a doll's house, so that g.g. "The boy is
above the mummy but below the girl."- .The testitems are therefore comparable
withdtems (c) and (d).of the temporal 3 -term series task. We did not include
any items in which the same connective is used in'both firAt and last popitipn.
Neither is'a memory control introduced in'this test, since it is assumed thai
if the child can pass the memory test in the temporal 3-tereseries, he is
able to store'three partcipantssimultaneously in short team memory.

mi. Conservation' of 1?17uids
so

-11

This the standa'td tes4, o.f liquid conservation 4Piaget et al 1968a) in which
three co tainers are used, as.LpllowS:

Figure 3

a. a
2

ii)
da

a.

After the transformation, the child is asked to judge whether the liquid in
the two - ,.Containers remains equal.. A check test is adthinistered,"in.which the
child is required to pour "the same" amount of liquid into the tall cylinder
as is in the standard beaker. Thus it is established whether he has the
ability to compensate. A full description and discussion of this test is
given later.

iv. Comprehension of Dimensional Terms.

The comprehension of the following dimensional terms was investigated:
.big small, less. The method used is as follows: the child is presented
wit1 nine wooden sticks, from one to ten inches long, eachof which differs
in engthJrom the next by one inch. The experimenter holds up another
stick, five inches 'Ong, and asks the child to (e.g.) "give me a bigger
stick than this one." The dimensional terms and combinations used were:
bigger, smaller, not as big, not as small, less big,. legs small. The
purpose of this was to determine the relative order of difficulty of the above
combinations, and to investigate whether this can adequately be explained in
terms of the theory of marking. For,this purpose, the word not was assumed to

.be a simple negative marker.

2
..--.,
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RESULTS

Primary Temporal Decentering.

Each child. was assigned to,PASS or FAIL categories on the basis of a
cut-off point in the cumulative core, as explained on P.14.

In,addition to the sample described above, 7 of the children age 31,years
were re-testedvat age 4 years. Their results are-'includedin TabIe.1

Table 1.1 Primary Temporal Decentering.

Age (yrs.) PASS FAIL

3i -3 13

4
.

. 4' 3
5 ,I.

9 2'

6 JO '0

7

i

9 0

Of the 7 children who were re-tested at age 4 years, and who passed the
test, i.e. 4 Children, 3 had failed the test at age n'years, and 1' had passed- '. 4'

at age 3i years. The remaining 3 children- tested at ages4years-failed on both
occasions of. testing. .. .

1.

It can be seen from table 1 that our hypothesis that primary temporal
decentering will occur around the ages of 3i 4 years is partially confirmed.
It is clear that a process of primary decentering such as we hypothesized
does ioueed take place, and that its onset for some children is as early
as 3i years, but for many children it is not complete until 5 years.

Priary Decenterin and k,!versibtlity of Action

it was predicted that primary decentering and feversibilit/ of action
would occur at the same time. Lt .will be, seen from table'2.

taat no conclusive evidence was obtained to support this prediction,

.
Table 2

.

Age (years) RD RD RD RD

' 1 7 6 -' 2

4 3 1 2 1

Key: R Keversibiiit). 'Decentering t' =, Present
.

.'1,0$
O

= Abs.,nt

ThLre is not sufficiehtdata to 'stablish the relationship between
reversibility of action and the onset of primary dt.center-ing. It is clear

that for some children neillici-tversibility of action nor primary decentering.
have hec'n achleved by age 4 years.

11%, celati:di.nip b,tw,.-1 t,:'-ef.ibility of acCon and pr may dc7eltercns

was nuL 'At -loSt sign:iicaht 1,indla6 from tilt. rousecatiqa test alt this 'age.

This will a,cordingly be dis'cussedl'ater. It May be notnd,;hownver, that
these Liter reqults throw some doubt on the reliabilityi of t e st4nJard

)1

conservation test as measure 6t rover,;ibility.Of.action.

1
[

-a;
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Primary Spatial Decentering

There is no spectic test of primary Spatial Decentering. Results from

the Locative Compreheridion and Orientation tests will provide evidence, as to
the attainment of primary spatial decentering, and are reported later.

Secondary Temporal Decentering

Our results presented here_are for thosechildren aged 5 years and over.
No child at age 3i achieved success on the 3-term series test, and many failed
to attempt it. Their failure may be attributed to several factors:

a) Failure of short term memory retention over half theChildren at this
age failed the control "and then" linked series.

b) Unfamiliarity with lefi7right pyder convention. Whereas in the
primary decentering unsk, the order is given by the task itself, in this
case the order must-be created by the child.

c)'Failurtoto sponftangously identify iconic representations of events in
spokenTeptenCelh. The child is not fa#iliar with pictorial conventions.
Again, In'ihe primary decentering task, the'identification'of the pictures
and their lagelling:.is first carried out by the experimenter, and is thus
a'given, whereas iti:thig task the child must construct the equivalences

.by himself.

i. Relative order of difficulty of Temporal 3-term series sentences
.1

The forms of the sentences were as follows:

a) X before Y. but after-Z

b) X after Y buthefore Z"

c) X before Y and before Z

d) X after Y' and after'Z

It was predicted Chat, since sentence (c) can be solved by employing an

order of mention' strategy, it will be the easiest to solve. Sentence (d) may

be solved,by-a simple reversal of this strategy,.and should therefore be the

next easiest to solve. Sentences (a) and (b) require secondary decentering,
and Should therefoxebpth be of equal difficulty, and the most difficult to

solve. As Will be seen in Table 3, these predictions were borne out.

Table 3- Ease of Comprehension of Temporal 3-term series sentences
for children aged 5 years

Sentence .:Carrect Response Incorrect Response

25

d 12

a 5

b 7

4

17

24

22

N 29

A Cochran Q-test was applied to this data, yielding a41-value of

14.27. This result was significant, p.001.

23
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An item-against-item analysis was carried out, using the sign.test..\
This analysis revealed that sentence. (c) was significantly easier than

'

sentences (a) and (b).(p.< .001), and significantly easier
than sentence (d) ,(p.<.01). No _other significant differeives were found.
Although there is a.clear trend indicating that sentence (d) is easier
thap sentences (a) and this is not significant because most children
failed on all these items;

Attainment of secondary d2-centeribg

Examination of the results yielded the followingXonclusions:
by age 5, most children can solve sentence '(c) by means of an order-of-
.mention strategy, but fail on the other sentences. By age 7, most children
are able, to reverse this strategy, and to!succeed,on sentence (d). However,
even the majority of the 7. year-olds have not attained secondary decentering%
Over.half,the children who succeeded'on either sentence (a) or'sentence (b),
did not succeed on both sentence's.

iii. 'Secondary decentering and operational thinking.

It was predicted that, since the formal Properties of transitivity and
reciprocity which are requiredin secondary decentering, are also components
of the cognitive structure necessary for the conservation of liquid volume,
attainment of secondary decenteTing would coincide with operational thinking
as displayed in a conservation of liquids test. In fact, in the majority of
cases wnservgtion appeared to precede success on the secondary decentering
task. There were, however, 4 children who succeeded on a secondary
detentering task but did not display conservation. (Table 4)

Table 4 Conservation and Secondary Tempdral Decentering (age 5 years+)

t + + - - +

Response Type C.S C.S C.S C.S C = Conserving

No, of children 5 12 4 9
S = Sec. Decentering

The viterioti for S, wss success on either sentence (a) or (b).

iv. Strategies

It was predicted that the earliest strategy employed by the child would
be one of order of mention. This would be followed by a strategy in which
the order of mention can be reversed, thus giving success on sentence type (d).
Intermediate between the employment of order of mention strategies, and
full secondary decentering, would appear strategies which attempt to relate
each relationally predicated event independently to a "concrete" reference
event (i.e. to the first event spoken). Such strategies would be evidenced
only in sentences (a) and (b).

This type of strategy would rely. on assigning a "global" meaning t, each
relational term. . For example; in the sentence:

Teddy picks some flowers before he rides a bike, but after he meets
the monkey

the child may correctly allocate the event spoken first to the mid-position
to temporal order. Using this as a pivot, he Will then go on to interpret

24
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the other clauses es:

he rides a Yikeloefore
he meets the monkey after.

Thus the order of placement of the pictures Will be:

1. Bikp

Z. Flowers
3. Monkey

In other words, there will be a reversal of the end-pictures, as
compareclwh the correct order.

*"; This strategy, then, relates two separate avents, .unidirectionally,
a,single '"pivot9 ev4t - a kind of "double primarydecenteritg". For true
secondary decentering, the child must fix the position of the central event
through its simultaneous relation with two other separateeVents. True
secondary'decenter,ing requires true reciprocal reversibilify; the child
must realise that an event can be simultaneously both before one event
and after another event. The intermediate strategy requites the child
only to recognise that a single event can he an event before it, and another
event after it.

.

Th'se hypotheses were substantially borne out by the results, as can
be seerPfrom Table 5.

Table 5 Strategies employed in comprehensiono.f3-term series.

Response Type

Sentence c

d

a

b

F' . 2

2 I

0 6

3 4

3 '4 Correct

2 24

14 T 2 12 . .

10 8 5

8.
7 7

Key

I = Reference card placed in end position
2 = Reference card in middle, end cards reverse of correct order
3 = Cards in order of mention
4 Reference card placed in initial position, followed by. other

cards in reverse of word order.

Where the "reference card" is in each caA. the one depicting the sentence

A

spoken first. We interpret response category 2, when displayed in response
to sentences (a) and (b), 'as instances of the "intermediate strategy"
described above. Where these responses appear to sentences (c) and (d), it.

must be assumed that either there lia-g been a failure of memory, or that the
child does not have possession of the necessary conventions. This assumption
is reinforced by the fact that those 2 children who place the "reference card"
in the middle on sentences (c) and (d) are 5 and 6'years old, whereas the
majority (75%) of the children who display response t.ype 2 on sentences (a) \
and (b) are 7 years ')d.

N =29

25
An interesting response pattern is that found in category 4. As can be

seen from table 5, it has asimilar pattern of distribution to that of.
category 2. In other words, it is found predominantly in sentences (a) and' (b)
On the other hand, examination of the data showed its incidence in response to
these sentences decreased with age, .whereas, as we have said, that of category 2
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-increased with age. We would t=herefore like to suggest that this response

is a precursor-of the category 2 strategy. It appearsthat children who
make category 4 responses,- assign the same type of "global" mtanings to
before and, after; but are notin fact relating the clauses to a "pivot".

The child is able to establish a subjective order relationship between the
words before and after, but is unable to relate tither 'of the predicated
clauses to a "pivot",event, thus the event Spoken first is placed in

initial, position.

As predicted, the incidence of the simple order of tdention.strategy in
response to sentenees (a) and (b) decreases
0

In conclusion, then, we would suggest the following sequence of
.

-acquisition of strategies fol. thesolutLon. of 3-term tempors1 relationL1
problems by children who have already acquired primary temporal decenteri4g:

o

1. _Ordet".of mention. (Category 3)

2. Reverse of order of-mention. (Category 1 rtsponse to sentence (d) .

. Global,use of before and after within subjective temporal order (Category 4.
Globalfuse.of before and after + use of central pivot. (Category 2)

5. Secondary Decentering.

It should be borne in mind that the strategies outlined here have been
inferred from,,,the final spatial position in which ale cards were placed.

A
It ils clear that more detail about the child's responses,couldhe,discoyered
by noting the temporal order of plowmen; (or _Picking up) of the cards.
Such observAtions should lead to a finer 'analysis of strategies than that

presented here. We intend to carry out such an ithrelltigation in the near

future;

.. '

v. Memory Control .Test.

nv.r7A4
3-term sentence with connective' and then"t Ivety child over 5 renrs

succeeded on this task. It is therefore clear that failure to storevenis
.in short term memory cannot be the reason .for failure, on this task.

to-

Two stage construction of 3-term Series a

Although most children over 5 years succeed in constructing 3-term series

of the same type as described in -the secondary detente cligg task, provided they

can construct the series in two separate and unrelatedV040s, theresti.11 remain

a small number of children'who failed in -this tie,. It must be concluded,

therefore, that even a "primary decentering" toac .can prove difficult for

children in circumstances where they have themselves to provide the correct

left-right axis, and to identify pictorially represented events.' There were -

no consistent error patterns, and none of the children who made mistakes did

so on all four of the 2-stage items presented to them.

Secondary Spatial Decentering

Since,the 5, 6, 7 year old children who had the spat'll 3-term series test

administered'to them also had the temporal 3-term series to admInistered to

them, no extra test of short -term memori'was included in thic. task, Since there

are no clear spatial conventions with which an order of menri,)r strategy csA

coincide, no sentences of similar form to the sentences (c) .and (d, in the

temporal task, were. included in the spatial task. The four relational

terms used in this, task were: in front, b.-hird, above, below.
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There were therefore 4 sentences in all included. in the task, of the
the form:

a) X i,r front of Y but behind Z
.10 X behind 11' but in froth of Z
c) X above Y but below Z
d) X below but above Z.

Table 5. Secondary Spatial Decentering, ).-.,..,term series test, age .5 years+.
4

Item a

PASS 14 14 13 14,

FAIL 16 16 17 16

'There is a slight tendency-for the .number of correct responses to
increase with age, but this was not found to be statistically significant.
As can be seen from the data, there is no Aiffetence between the items in
terms of difficulty - as is to be expected, since the logical structires
of the items are.identical.

Strategies employed.

) 4. c.

On the whole, there were no dominant response patterns evidenced by the
children who"failed to give a correct response. This is not surprising,
since there is no intrinsic conventional axis of spatial ordering.. For this

reason, if a child did use an order of mention strategy, it would be imposs-
ible to deduce this from the final c- onfiguration that he produced. However,

there did not appear to be any tendency for objects to be picked up one by one,
as the sentence was spoken: This seems to indicate that an order of mention
strategy is not seen as appropriate by children, when they are dealing with
spatial_ relational terms.

The only suggestive result which seemed to indicate the presence of an
actual strategy was one which occurred at age 5-years. At this age, only 0

13 correct responses'were made on the 4 items, ag.'against 22 and 20, at ages

6 and 7 years respectively. Also at 5 years, 12 responses were produced in
which the "reference",object was placed in the middle of the configuration
produced, but the two other objects were placed in the reverse of their

correc positions. This configuration was.,, however produced only 3 times at.

age 6.years and 4 rimes at age 7Myears.

This would seem to fuggest that the "intermediate strategy" in which each
relational term is linked-in a uni-directional manner with.the noun that
follows it, is applied by children to spatial as wel). as temporal 3-term series.

Spatial and Temporal Secondary Decentering.

It will be remembered thatna specific hypothesis was mad e about the order of
spatial and temporal secondary decentering. It was clear from the data that
for thre relational terms used in.the secondary decentering tasks, there was a
tendency for spatial items to be easier to solve than the equivalent items using,
temporal terms....., The only age at which this difference was statisticalrY
sfgnificant was 7 years, (p.( .02), by which age over half,the children
tested were succeeding on the spatial secondary decentering task. /

27
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The reasons for this difference in difficulty may.be either developmental,
or due to intrinsic differences in the task-dbmands, or to a combination.Of
both. A developmental explanation would be that, since temporal conceptions
develop later than those in space, there may be a time-lag in the applications
of the same operations at the different representational levels (vertical
decalage), How ever it is clear that there are important differences in the
task demands set by the spatial and the temporal items. Firstly, there are
differences in the complexity of-the linguistic input. For the spatial
items, the. elements linked by the relational terms are noun-phrases;
whereas for the temporal task, the elements are in the form of_clauses (e.g.
Teddy picks some flowers.) Secondly, in the spatial task the child has
only to manipulate familiar objects. In the tempa.cal items, the child
must recognise unfamiliar pictures before they can,.be ordered

Liquid Conservation and Secondary Spatial Decentering

Table Liquid Conservation and'spatial Secondary Decentering

+ + + + - +
Response Type C S C' S C C S

No. of Children 11 7 4 8

Once again, as, with the temporal results, there is very little we can
say about the relationship between secondary decentering and liquid conservation.

Comprehension and Production of Temporal Relational Terms

i. Temporal P/rduction task.

In the free choice description of the squential actions. (i.e.when the
child'is asked "what happened there?"), with one exception every child over
5 years of age used the connective "and then" to link the two events,, This
one exceptiOn was a child who used the word "before" to link the events
Such a result is to4be expected, since. the description does not require the
use of a relational term to be fully grammatical and acceptable. At age 3i,
approximately half the children either did not respond to the question at all,
.or only described one of the two events, thereby,avoieng the use of any
connective. The remainder used the connective "and then". It could be
argued that the omission in the description is caused by a memory failure..
However, as dill be seen, children of:this age are perfectly Capable of
remembering other events and relationships of equal complexity. What is
more likely is that the processing mechanisms for comprehension and production
are different, as will be seen in the examination 'of the comprehensiontest
results.

To the qtescions.in which the child is asked when one of the two events
occurred, he must answer by using a relational term, if thee, response is to be
acceptable to an adult. The variation in the types of .responses produced
by the 3i year olds was considerable.

There were in all'6,.cater.ories:

i. Use of a spatial term in place of a temporal one (e,g. over
there, in the house.)

ii. Use of a purposive expression, e.g. "to go upstairs".
Use of an expression denoting manger, or an acted out
imitation orthe event referred to by the experimenter. P
(E.g. "like that", adcompadied by imitation).
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4.
iv. Use of a non-relational term, which does not specify its

temporal expression, e.g. "jdst now", "just then".
m. Use of a semir.relational term, which does not specify its.

temporal referent, or a relational term which stands on
its own. E.g. "firsts" "last", "before", "after".

.

vi. Full relational use of a relational term.

TABLE 8- . Responses to,'when" questions, inTemporal.Production task.

Response Category . i ii iii 414 iv v' .7i. ult

Age(years), 3i 2 2 I 4 2 3 '2

5 .7 0 0 0 0 I . '' 2

6 9- 0 0 3 2 5` 0

7 0 0 0 1 2 6 0

If we compare this data with that'obtained on similar tasks by
Ferreiro and Sinclair (1971), certain similarities are immediately
evident. All available data suggests that spontaneous production Of
temporal relational terms does not begin to occur Until'the age of 5-6 Years.
However, the age range of our sample was different from that investigated
by Ferreiro and Sinclair. Amongst, the youngest children (31 years), we,
discovered non-temporal tesponses to temporal questions, as we have already
mentioned. If we compare these. results with those obtained in the Primary
Temporal Decentering task, we, find that those children who are unable to
produce a temporal, relational term are also those who cannot succeed.in the
Primary Decentering task. It is therefore clear that for a few children,
a stable expression and understanding in language of a concept of time
has not yet evolved at 31 years.

At
The other major difference between these categories and those of

Ferreiro and Sinclair, is that we found that even the older children.did not
produce relational terms in the free-choice situation. This may be due
to the fact that Ferxeiro and Sinclair were testing French-speaking children;
in English "and then" is a perfectly acceptable adult tesponse to the questions
asked.

It is important finally to'note that our results cannot be categorise ,

child by child, in the same way that Ferreiro and Sinclair treated their
results. In the first place, we found more varia4on in the responses to
the "when" questions than they did; in the second place, the free choice
responses could not be broken down into definitge categories. In the third
place, the "inverse order" question did not yield satisfactory results - only
one child out of t'he entire sample successfully answered this question, and
there was no age or stage pattern to the responses of the others.

In addition to this, the relationship between the performance on the
verbal tests and that in the liquid conservation task was found to be
considerably- more complex than that fodnd by Ferreiro and Sinclair. This will
be dealt, with at length later on.

A comparison of these results with those obtafned by'Eve Clark will be made
in the section of the results dealing with comprehension of relational terms and
the theory of marking.
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Comprehension of Locative Relational terms

order to discover the relative ease of comprehension, and by
implication the order of acquisition, of the various locative terms
investigated, it is necessary td investigate the responses of the

%.*31 year old 'children. The reason for this is that by age 5 years, the
vast majority of the items were correctly understood by all children.
Conversely, at age 18 months, only two or three .of these items were
correctly understood.

TABLE 9. Relative ease of comprehension of locataives at 3i Years.

Topological Correct responsesItem

(Put the ball in the cup T 13
(Take the baby out Of the house. T 13

(Put the\,,ar under the bridge T 12
(Make the lorry go along the road T . 12
(Put the lorry under the bridge T '12
(Put the boy on the horse 12

(Make the girl go up the stairs E 11
(Put the dog next to the horse T 11

(Put the brick in front of you E 10
(Make the aeroplane fly downwards E 10
(Put the boy beside the horse T 10
(Make the dog come down the stairs E .10
(Put the mummy inside the house T -10
(Make the boy go across the road T 10
(Put the dog below the boy T 10

(Put the dog at theside of the girl E 9
(Make the dog,walk around the block T 9

4

(Make the aeroplane fly uptiards E 8
(Put the dog outside the house T 8
(Make the dog jump over the horse E 8

(put the girl above the DQy , E 7
(Make the girl go over the bridge T 6

(Hold the aeroplane above you E 5
(Put the bus on the side of the road E 5
(Put,th e car in front of the lorry E 5
(Put the bus - behind the car E 5

(Put the ball behirtd you. E 4
(Put the boy behind the table E 4

(Put the dog in front of the table E 3
(Put the girl in front of the house E 3
(Make the car go in front of the lorry. E 3
(Make the car go between the lorry and bus T 3

(Put the ball between you and the house T 2
(Put the car beside the road E 2
(Put the horse between the dog and the girl T 2

(Pilt;qhe aeroplane below you 1

(Put the lorry behind the house E 1

(Put'the dog-between the two blocks T C. 1

30-
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,Response patterns

,The categories used to code the incorrect responses were as follows:

1) Use of an axis other than that of the referenceAhject, to specify

direction.

2.) Substitution of ari'"unmarked" for a "marked" relation, or vice-versa.

3) Substitution of in, on. or under (topological) responses.

4) Substitution of other participants than the jeA...11 items present in

the sentence, excluding the preposition itself.

.5) SubsLtution of a relatioh of simple spatial proximity,

All these response types were encountered dmong the 3i year-old children.
For the following items, one partiCular error pattern was:predominant, to a
statistically significant degree; .

TABLE 10

Item

14

Predoplinant Response type

Put the ball between you and the house.. 3

Put the dog between the two blocks. 5

Put The horse between the dog and the girl. 5

Make
-

the car go between the lorry and the bus. , 5

For no other items was there any particular dominant response pattern.
It is interesting that in all the items where one dominant pattern did
exist, the relational term "between"was present. This term is evidently

exceptionally difficult at this age. The typical response produced by the
.children was to bunch together all the participants mentioned in Ow
sentence. However, it would appear that for the item "Put the ball
between you and the house", the cues present in the particular child-house
configuration led them to place the ball inside the house.

It is worth noting that we found it extremely difficult to classify
relatioral terms as Topological' or Euclidean; the final classifications
that we arrived at are certainly open to doubt, The distinctions coded in

any one spatial relational term are far more complex than can be derived

simply from a.topological/Euclidean classification. A more important
determinant of the /relative difficUlty of comprehension of a term appears to

be the contert.fn which it is applied. It will be argued later that it
is inadequate to see context as merely a "performance" variable.

Although, by and large, there is a trend in the results which suggests
that topological relations are easier for 3i yeat-old children to undeVstand

than Euclidean ones, it, is by no means a definitive one: One.of the most

difficult items of the test involves comprehension of the term between,
which does not independently. specify direction and is therefore topological

in meaning. Clearly other variables operate to determine the order Cf

difficulty, including the number of participants which are necessarily coded.

Once again, it is clear that the pattern of a response is determined
largely by the perceived context within which the preposition occurs.
The attempt to demonstrate the existence of discrete semantic features from

responses to a relational term in only one context, is for this reason

questionable. This point will be returned to.later.
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The Theory of Marking and the Acquisition of Relational Terms,

A major part of the evidence cited by Eve Clark in suppOrt of her tlidory

of marking is derived from her studies of the, acquisition of before and after

(Clark 1971), She suggests. that not only the order of acquisitn. but also

the pattern of errors made by children, in the comprehension of these terms, is

homoldvvolis with tha& found by Donaldsan'aad Balfour (1968) and Donaldsoti and

Wales (1970) in their,investigations of the acquisition of the relational

terms ,more, less, same and different,

However", it is evident that major differences exist between these .

_latter terms and the before/after word-pair, 'In the first place, both more

and same are quite clearly the "global" or generic term of their respectiv,!

word-pairs, in each case, the addition of a simple NEC-marker to the word

transforms it into its respective opposite, either less or different,

This is not the case with before and after (even less so with infront/19-6hind).;"

not before is not synonymous with atter, The assignment of a positive

value to Ibefore is linguistically quite arbitrary - it depends sole13#on the

terminal,semaRtsic feature as (Prior) rather than (Subsequent),

There is a related difference In the patterns of linguistic distribution

of these word-p'airs; more and same can)be used in sentence frames in which

less and different cannot;' no such syntactic difference exists for before and

after.. Eve Clark recognises (Clark 1973) that before and afteCare not

strictly a marked/unmarked pair;4'but she still maintains that they can be

assigned positive/negative values. Her-only justification for this stems

from her conception of pereptual semantic universals,' (Before, by extension

from infront, is within the visual field, after, by extension from behind,

is not,)

The data Which we obtained from our Temporal Comprehension Test does

not support Eve Clark's hypothesis'. The major factors affecting difficulty

of comprehension are nCit\to be Mound in any 'intrinsic difference between the

two terms, but in the frames within which the relational term is located.

(For more detail, see discussion page ff) Furthermore, these variables,

taken in isolation, do not produceOgross effects which are easily measurable.

Three different types of analysis were carried out on this data

listed below.

These are

1, Two-way analysis of error frequency, dichotomising the data in terms of

each of the 3 hotional variables incorporated in the stimulus- sentences..

Thes1 variables wore.

a), -Items co raining before vs, items containing after.

b) Items cont ining 3 participant roles vs items containingtZ participant roles.

c) Items in which temporal order is identical. with .linguistic order of mention,

vs items in which linguistic order of mention reverses temporal order,

2. Analysis of error types for each item,
Errors were classified in the following, categories;

a) No response.
6) OmIsslon of earlier action in sequence, 4

c) Omission of later action ip sequence.

d) Semantic reversal .(substitution of before response to deter item, or

vice-versa,
Lexical substitution (substitution of one participant by a1)chor) 32

3, Item-against-item analysis, in terms of relative trequZIJ of err-Jr.:.

for, each item,
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The tesults that'te,obtained from these analyses do not substantia,te

Eve Clarle's.bypothesis. In the first place, analysis of the results -for

the children aged 31 years yielded no signifint 0fferences on any of the

3,anglysed. Thj.stSuggests that the. differential effects introduced by these

variables '4o not, 'begin to take effect until a relatively late, age._ This

result will be commented ot dater.

The results.for the children aged 5 years .anc ovor-wcrc more positt.e,

However, nO significant differences were obtained from either. analyses I )r 21

Clark 's 'Yypothesis would.predict (a) that for analysis ! items contair.rg

after woUlif be significantly more diff -icult awe; 311 than items :ontayjt.;._

before.- 7his.was not.the case. It wOuld,also predLt (Ipl that fol clysis

the predominant etror type would be anbstrtZltion of a hetore resport-se Foy an

after iteft, i.e. that for items e.ont;ining aft, there woutd be a predominance

of tror-l pe d. This, again, was not the case Neithec was it the case

that sign4ficantly.moretype d, errcrs were made in response to items

cont,alinig after than to. items ontaining before,. [n tact, mistekes

Are tairly evenly distr,tbuted amonzst.all the error types, across all sentences.
F

k

The only analysis whiCh yielded signifit Ant:. res,L''s was gained from item-

against-r.tm ,..omatrisong of correct vs, incorre. t. rcsp)nses at age 5 years+,

The results for all eight items are diagrammed below

Figure 3r RelatAve order of difficulty of iloms in Temporal Comptehension test.

5 - 4

4..e. brs act

\`
/I

,...,

...../ .

-.4 :i . s
a, 8 (-----

arl

ars

bet

6
brl

X y y is signicantl
more difficult
tttaa x

x and y. are of

exactly equal
Oitficulty

p 02 analysis by
'Ign Test

Code

The numbers refer pot to order of difticul:y, but tip item number within the

test. Each item is categorised according to each of the 3 variables- These

!categories are represented below the numbers according to the following convention:

. a = item containing relational 'term atter.

b = item containing relational term before
/-

c = order of mention corresptmds with temporal order

order of mention 'is reverse of temporal order

'Pr = large number (i 4) of partiH.panz roles

s = small numter.(1,e.. 3) of participant toles

For examples of items, see p.1:..)
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As can be seen fromFig. 3, Item 8 is the most difficult item,
This item is characterisedby'a'large number of participants, a temporal
rder which reverses the order of mention, and the use of the preposition.

fter. Thus it does appear that after is.a more difficult relational term
children to understand than before. This difficulty, however, we do

not attribute `'to after being the negative of before. While it is true'that

no before item is significantly more difficult than any after item, this fact
taken by itself does.not give a full picture of the factors affecting
difficulty of comprehension. We would suggest that the reason why after,
at the age of 5-7 years, is more.difficult than before, is that its use and
comprehension in mid-clause position require that the speaker/hearer must
either reverse the actual temporal ordexof events'in the production of a
ipntence stiph as those which we used, or reverse the perceptual order of
mention of'the.eventaivii the decoding of the sentence. IC is significant

in this respect that no such differences in difficulty were found at 3i years.
This was by no means because the items were simply too difficult - between'
25Z and 50% of children at this age gave correct responses on the various
items. We would suggest, therefore,` that the order-of-Mention' strategy
does not fully develop until after the age of 3i years.. It i the

acquisition of this strategy that produces the difference" in difficulty
of comprehension that is evidenced by the older children It is not the
case, as Eve Clark suggests; that the meaning of the word changes.
Rather, the cognitive structures and perceptual strategies which govern and
delimit the use of the word are in aprocess of continual development.
Still less is it the case that in the early stages after, means the same as
before - none of our evidence pointS to this"conclusion,*

These restlts'Call into serious question the theory that the meanings
of relational terms (or any lexical item, lot that matter) are acquired

-

by addition one.by one of semantic features which are identical to. those
constructed by the linguist as a structural description of the adult

lexicon. The process by which the child learns the meaning of a word
is far more complex than this.. It is not adequate to envisage the child as.
piecing together, one by one, "bits" or features, of the adult meaning of

.

aword, in a rigid and predetermined sequence..

The meaning'of a word for a child is not merely a truncated segment of
the meaning that it holds for the adult speaker. It is h meaning,in its own

right.- Even if one wishes to spdak in terms of semantic components, these
will be different in a formal description of the le)cicon of any individual
child, from those which are. derived from description of the adult lexicon.
In any case, it would seem that the basic internal relations of the lexicon
are pretty well developed at an early age.' Later developments involve the
agility to apply these meanings inyarying contexts. and the gradual
acquisition of the contextual rules which determine socially appropriate

usageS. At different stages in this process, the child will employ various
strategies to achieve this end, Each of these strategiek represents an
approximation to. the appropriate contextual toles, the constraints

imposed by' hi s memory-span, perceptual processir skills alp level of

cognitive development, Since the child's knowledge ofitA rules will
depend upon the contexts within which he has encountered the word, it is
reasonable to suppose that for some words, there will be considerable
individual differences with respect to the strategies employed, given that
children's experiences are not uniform,

* For data relevant to marking from other relational terms, see Tendix 1.
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We have already pointed some of the differenceabetween the domains of
space and time. In the first place; there are a greater number of
dimensions in space than in time. Consequently; there exist more lexical
,items referring to spatial relations, than lexicaL items referring to
temporal relations. But in addition.to this, spatial relations refer to
objects rather than,events.. The only major perceptual cue which can be
isolated from events is order, whether this be in realit3 or in auditory
input. On the other hand, objects possess very many and diverse percep-
tual .'rributes, relating'to function, orientation etc whi-t1 are potential
signals for the application of comprehension or production strategies
This would suggest that the uniformity :end regularity of ,.he strategies encoun-
tered in the temporal items, is not likely to be duplicated in the - 'ults ofi,
the spatial test items. Spatial relations therefore, provide an opportunity
to.isolate individual, or idiosyncratic strategics

ti

Because the Locative Comprehension rest comprises items incorporating
a very large number of different relational terms, it is almost impossible to
ipolate individual strategies from the results obtained in this test' ,Uowever,
since the locative orientation test is concerned with only two relational
terms, in front and behind, fleliberately introducing different perceptual
contexts for their use, it is much more amenable Co this type of analysis,

Locative Orientation Test

Two points need to be made before embarking cpn a full discussion of the
results of this test Firstly it was not the casiethat behind items were
more difficult than in front4tems as a general rule Secondly, it was
not the case, as me had, originally hypothesised, that children consistently
progress from the use of their own front/back axis cf referenceJto that of.
other objects

The results that we did obtain, however, were tai more interesting than
this. The most interesting of these were the resu' obtained from the
youngest of the children, age J. ears

The most outstanding feature of the responses that.these children'made
was the individuality..of each child's particular strategy Thereforei
instead of nreser?ting a table of results we shall present various instances
of different. strategies

A major feature distinguishing the'stratp!olles used by these children
from those applied by older children and adults, is that the 31 year-old
children used as their basic axis of reference either their own front/back
axis, ortlat of the lorry No children at this age used road-usage rules,
neither did any 31 year-old use only one reference axis in response to all
items.

In one particular item, almcst.a41 :hlidren used axis of self This
'item is diagrammed below

Child -->
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In this item, the child is asked to put the car-in .front of the lorry.
As can be seen, the exist of reference of the'lorry coincides with that of
the child, and also with'that of the road. This situation evidently

-produces ccInfusion, since if all the different possible axe'coincide
perceptually, he is unable to make .a conceptual distinction between them..
In thiS situation, the easiest response to produce is the one in which he
uses his own axis. Evidently, the ability'to operate on the basis of axes
other than that of self is developed through the use of situational cues.
These cues will include the ability to isolate the front and back of an
object, dy virtue of its perceptual asymmetry; the direction in which the
object ',ill '--,1: ,o lino if set in motion = defined not only by the
intrinsic attributes 'of e object, but also the conventions of road usage
and traffic flow, a least in the case of the adult. (For a''diseussion

, of the nature, of front/back perceptual cues, see L.J. Harris and E. Strommen,
1972.) For ycung children,-cues will not possess the same saliency when
viewed from different angles. In situations where the cues which permit
the use of 'responses based on the axis of another object are less salient,
the child will produce a response based on'the dominant and more global
cues which feature in the use of his ownaxis.

This would clearly be the case in the example given above, Since the
',car is facing away from the child, the front-back cues (a) are less salient
than if the car is at right angles to the childb _:teof vision (b) do not'
immediately specify an axis different from his own. This would explain
why for this item no child used the axis of 'the lorry, The most common
response was in fact to put the car between the, lorry and themselves; a few
childrrn placed the car next to and parallel to the lorrey, suggesting an
unsuccessful attempt to utilise another axis alternative explanation
for'this latter response may be as follows: if, as was the case for one or
two children, placements in earlier items were made next to the*lorry, on
the basis of axis of self, the response to this item'may have-h6en a
consistent seplicaticn of earlier responses. One would expect such children
to be at a slightly earlier level -of development, not yet having isolated the
cues for the use of different axes,

The item immediately following the laine above, preserved exactly the same
configuration of child-lorry-road, but retntredrthe child to place tWe car
behind the lorry. In all but two cases, the child replicated the response
made to the preyious item. In this case, too, me see that Where the
child is subject to conflict, he will attempt to preserve consistency
in his responses.,

There are many examples of such consistent, and often idiosyncratic,
response strategies. One child,Jor example, consistently placed the car
facing the lorry, in response to in front items. Evident/1y, her subjective
meaning for in front, but not Ip'irrid,T.Tauded the perceptual feature
(facins) This and,other examp es of individual strategies may be found
in Appendix 2

The picture at 5 years+ was entirely different. Very few individual
differences were found and response strategies had stabilised around the
"correct" usage of both the front/back axis and directional orientation of
the lorry, regardless of the position of the child,. A few children were
using responses based upon the direction of traffic flow along the road.
This was something that no child at 3i years was capable of, and reflects an
increasing knowledge of the rules of road usage.. (See appendix 2)
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In:lrler to 2stablish whether there was a consistent adult level of
performance with which the performance of children could be compared,
we subsequently teated 16 adults, of both sexes, all members of the Research

Unit. The results were surprising. Inthis experiment; all subjects
were asked to give two alternative responses to each item, a first and

second- choice. In addition tothis, they were asked to state their
subjective criteria, for decidingthe appropriate placement. results are

given in table 11.'

TABLE 11 Advit Respoaqes on Locative Orientation Test
p.

Subjective Criteria Subjects

Axis of lorry
Road usage Rules
Axis of Self
"Avoiding Crashes"

r

4 Subjective Criteria

Axis of lorry
Road Usage kules
Axis of Self
Use of Various Axes
"Avoiding Crashes"

,Subjects

6

5

3

I

I

It is clear from these results that adults perceive the given
configurations in different ways. The perceived field includes not
only the spatial configuration but also the sum ,total of what he knows
about the physical and socio-cultural constraints operating upon the
configuration. These constraints constitute the "rules of the game".
The adult can then proceed to apply logical operations to the organisation

of elements specified within the perceived framework. Thus while all

adults may bring the same logical operations to the situation, they do
not all perceive exactly the same constraints, since they do not all

share. precisely the same experience. We stated earlier that the child

acquires some "basic" meaning of relational terms relatively early;
what comes later is the situation of these meanings within logical operations

and kmwledge of socio- cultural constraints.
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TABLES-

Table 1 Primary Temporal Decentering,

Agefyears) PASS FAIL

3i 3 13

4 4 3

5 9 2

6 10 0

7 9 0

Table 2 Primary Temporal Decencerin and Reversibility of Action

Age(year3) 1.. RD RD RD 1 i

I (

3i 1 7 6 2

4 3 1 "2 1

Key:. R = 2.eversibility D = Decenteryg + = Present - = Absent

4

Table 3 Ease of Comprehension of Tenporal 3-term series sentences

Sentence Correct Response Incorrect Response

c 25 4 N =29

d 12 17

a . 5 24

b 7 22

A Cochran Q-test was applied to this data, yielding a Q-value of 34,27.

This result was significant, p<.001,

Table 4 Conservation and Secondary Temporal Decentering (age 5 years+)

+ + + - - + - -

Response Type C.S C.S C.S C.S C = Conserving

No. of children 5 12 4 9 S = Sec. Decentering

(.._.,

The criterion for S, was success on either sentence (a) or (b).,

A

Table 5 Strategies employed in comprehension of13-term series

Response Type I 2 3 4 Correct

Sentence c 2 I - 2 24 . N'= 29

d
.

- .I 44 2 12-

a 0 6 10 8 5,
b 3 '4 8 7 7

Key

I = Reference card placed in end position.

2 = Reference card in middle, end cards reverse of correct order.

3 = Cards in order of mention
4 r Reference card placed in initial position, followed by other cards in

reverse of word order.
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Table '6 .. Secondary Spatial Deca5teri\ng 3term series test, age 5 7ears+.

'ba . c d 0.Item

PASS

Table 7

14.

16

1:4

16

13

17

14

16

Liquid Conservatibn and Spatial Secondary Decentering

Response Type
No. of children

'Table 8

+ .. + - +

C S C S CS C S
11 7 4 8

Retponses to "when questions in Temporal Production task

: .

Response Category i ii iii iv v vi NR N
Age (years) 3i al 2 2 I 4 .2

5 Q 0 0 0 I

6 0 Q 0 3 2

7 0 0 0 I 2'

Table 9

3 Z
8 2

5 0

'6 0

Relative ease of Comprehension of locatives at 3i'years

Item Topological/Euclidean Correct responses

(Put the ball in the cup
(Take the baby out of the house'

--....

(Put the car'under the-bridge
(Make the lorry go along the road
(Put the lorry under the bridge
(Put the boy on. the horse

..,

(:n'e the girl go up the stair: r 4^
(Put the dog next to the- horse;

(Put the brick in front of you
(Make the aeroplane fly downwards'
(Put the boy beside the horse
(Make the dog come down the stairs
(Put the mummy inside the house
(Make the boy go across the Toad '

(Put the'dog beloxthe boy

(Put the dpg'at the side of the girl
(Make the dog walk around the blbck

(Make the aeroplane fly upwards
(Put.the dog outside the house
(Make the dog jump over the horse

(Put the girl above '.the boy
(Make, the girl go over the bridge

(Hold the aeroplane above you
(Put the bus on the side of the road
(Put the car in front of the lorry
(Put the bus behind the car

(Put the ball behind you.
(Put the boy behind the table

3.9

6
8

.,.
....

T. 13

T 12

T 12

T 12
T 12

E Il

E 11

T 10
E 10

T 10

E 10
T 10

T 10.
E

g

10'

E 9

T 9

E. 8 .

T 8

E 8

7

6

E 5

E

E .

E 5

E 4

E

(contd. overleaf)
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Table icontd,)

Item

(Put the
(Put the
(Make the
(Make the

Topological/Euclidean ,.,Correct .responses

3'og in fibrit of the table
irl in frOrit of the house
cargo in front of the lorry
car go between the lorry and the

.(Put the hall between you and the house
(Put the car beside the road
(Put the horse between the dog and 'the girl

(Put the aeroplane below you ,

(Put the tlorry behind. the house
,(Put the ilog between:the two blocks

E

T

E

E

T

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

Table 10 ComptZ1 ion of "between'' by 3i year otds

Item

Put the ball between you and the house
Put the dog between the two blocks
Put the horse between the dog and the girl
Make the car go between the 1)rry and the bus,

Pre4ominant Response Type

Table 11 Adult Responses on Locative Orietntation Test

I

5

'.5

Subjective Criteria Subjects Subjective Criteria /Subjects,

Axis of lorry 9 . Axis of lorry_ 6

Road usage Rules 5 Road Usage Rules 5

Axis of Self I Axis of Self, 3

"Avoiding Crashes" I Use of Various Axes I

"Avoiding Crashes" I

It>

ti
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Summary of Results

The results presented thus ,nr do not constitute the entire body of
experi:-e -al evidence included in the paper. However, on the basis of the
results so fat, We can indicate the extent to which our initial hypotheses
ete borne oute

Decentering

a). Time. The results indicate that there are indeed two separate stages
of primary and secondary decentering; that they'emerge at roughly
the same ages at which.,revusibility of action, and concrete operations,
respect.ively, are attained',

Space. The results indicate that there exists a definite stage of
secondary decentering in space, and that it marginally precedes that
time Primary decentering; the ability to relate. other objects in
spade to one's own position, or to the position of another object in the
immediate perceptual field, was clearly established byithe,age of
'3i years in all children tested. Thus i again appears that primary -
decentering in sr.-1 precedes that in time.

Marking

Both our hypotheses about marking were confirmed see appendix 1 for.
data .relevant to.Marking hypothesis 2.)

Strategie,,

Our investigation revealed the use of 5 different strategies, in a
definite developmental sequence, by children-at-tempting to solve
Temporal 3term series problems. 3 stratekie's were revealed in the
decoding of spatial 3-term series problems.' The strategies employed
at a given age reflect both the organisation by the child 'of the
perceptual cues present in the experial situation, and the level of
cognitive development attat.121 1;), t. In addition to t s, it appears
that the selection of peceptual cues is .increasingly governed b the knowledge
of relevant sccio-cultural

Axes

Our hypothesis with regard to the use of front/back axes was not confirmed,

Topological/Euclidean

Although there was 'some slight support for this hypothesis, there was no
statistically significant trend.

What is wtong, with Semantic. Features?

We believe that the results that we have obtained from our work discussed
so far puts into serious' question the major assumptiorkmade by Eve Clark. That
is, that the semantic features or components which can bederived from an
analysis of the structure of the adult lexical system'are -rcisely identical

a to the actual perceptual and cognitive un'ts that the child uses to construct
the meanings of words. Semantic features are, after-all, merely a way of
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char'acterisi ng the relationships.oi hierarchical dominance and contrastive 7";,
opposition that obtain between the lexical items which go to make up a -=
specific semantic field in a language. To that extent, they are merely a ,:,
convenient theoretical fiction, since they simply serve to represent the
Intensional organisation of meaning within a semantic field.

,r
The problem of "meaning" and "reference" has always been a source of

disagreement, both amongst linguists and philosophers (Lyons 1958).
Recently, many of these disagreements and opinions have surfaced yet again indiscussions of language acquisition. , Essentially, the problem is that thereexist many words in a language for which there is no immediate concrete or
material feferent - a word such as beautifurcannot be said to refer to any
easily "spe?ificd attribute This word does, however, obviously possessmeaning

Thus philoscrers and linguists have traditionally distinguished

4f
between' he meanirr that a word derivet from its relationship with other
elemen, , o the linguistic system (its intensional meaning, br sense), and
the object, or class of objects, that the word denotoscits extensional meaning,or reference).. The intensional meaning; of a word derives from its linguisticcoaoxt of use .= i e. from the set of all possible syntagmatic ant' paradigmatic
relationsIips into wutch it can enter with other words. The intensional
meaning thus subsir:.!s such semantic relations as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy..

The basic assumption bekrnd Clark's theory of the acquisition of semantic
features, is that the phenomenon of over-extension of reference is to be
explained by imputing tc the child an incomplete and different,intentional
organisation of meaning from thaf,---AC-Ohe adult. If a word in the leXicon of
a child is assumed to contain fewer semantic features than the same word in the
adult lexicon, this implies that the Meaning-relations into which, that word enterwith other words, must of necessity be different from the relations into which
the same word enters in the adult lexicon. This would.appear to be a similarposition to the one which Fodor (1972) criticises in his discussion of Vygotsky's
theory of linguistic development. While disagreeing with Fodor's own theoreticalposition, we would agree with his criticisms of the logical inconsistency ofthis particular hypothesis.

In our view, the typical overgeneralisations reported in the literatureon this topic (e.g. over-Extension of the word dog to refer to cows or
other animals) can be better exp1pined,by postulating an over-extension of
reference than an over-extensiAn of intensional meaning, due to a different
internal organisation of the lexicon. It is significant in this respect
that most reported over-extensiorit"conccrn

referents with similar perceptual
attrilmtes

However, one obvious and imporranr difierencesbekacen the lexis of the
;child and that of the adult,, is, that the former cont_ '1s fewer items. ."

.Eve Clark :on. rives of sPmz,:t1,-otgani,sLationas an. ordered hierarchicaltree of'semandc teltures, t -e prefey to conceive of it as a complex and.
ordered topological array of ti-ifferent words. each of which enters into certain
"sense"-relationships with cf;u,r wordb., For each se.matic field, therf willbe one or more "centres" of tue array in which will be incorporated those
words embodying thc most bas.., of fundamental, ,cognitive or perceptual
distinctions.

It would thorvforesy- .1 ctal;,L1'-,1e to :::nrctse that lexical items tendto be acquired in a saqH,m,c prThrt-sses trout the cencre,or centres, of
the-semantic field, to the Th..:s it would seem likely that the
basic internal refuLions or lxio,.and therefore the intensional
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meanings of the words he uses, are approximately homologous to that of the

. adult. The real differences are to be.found elsewhere,

Eve Clark herself suggests that certain perceptual attributes of the

objects used by the child and manipulated by him can have a considerable
influence on whether Dr not the experimenter's instructions are carried

out successfully. She was ,able successfully to 'predict from the perceptual
properties of the objects which were given.to the child what type of errors

would be made on that item. (Eve Clark, 1972).

Nevertheless, she still explained this away by assuming that the child

simply substituted different adult' semantic features for theones coded

in the experimenter's instructions.

What we would likeato suggest is that the child does indeed make use of
certain "features" in interpreting the meaning of spatial and temporal
relational terms, but that these features are more concrete and more complex
than those she suggests.'

In fact, these features will be actual perceptual attributes of the
situation encountered by .the child. For example, the major feature of events,
as they are encountered either in the real world, or in their linguistic rep

resentations; is order. Similarly, if the child is required to construct.
certain spatial relationship between objects, he will make use of the perceptual
attributes of the objects and of their relationship within. the configuration.
If these perceptual attributes coincide with the child's previous experience
of constructing the configuration which is the referent of the experimenter's

instruction, the child is likely to give a correct response. If not, the

child may well construct a.configuration which is suggested by the perceptual
attributes present in the situation.* 'T

As the child gets older: and his mastery of the language-increases, his

strict dependence on concrete perceptual features, rather than on other
contextual and socio-cultural cues, diminishes. However, for very young

children, below the age or 2 years the concrete perceptual features of the

situation will impose. stricb limitations on possible responses. This suggestion

is confirmed by the observations we have made of 18month old.children,on
tests of. comprehension of elementary spatial relational terms.. These

observations are reported below,

ht is dear that this approach ties in With the concept of object

permanence, as put forward by Piaget. Object permanence, in its developed

form, entails more than simply the existence of an object through time

independent of its visibility or Location, it entails the recognition that:

a) The same potential ,retationships (either spatial or functional) between

one object'and other ihjects or agents, exist independently of the

orientation assumed by the object or its position within the configuration
created by it and the other objects.

b) This potential for relatidRShips can only be- realised in certain fairly
specific orientdtions and configurations.

a

If a child has not reaLhed this developed stage of object permanence,
although'the semantic distinctions between glic.h wards as in and on are present
in the linguistic system of the child as for'the adult, and although the

* Naturally, some spatial relationships. ate also functional relitionships.

E.g. "The ball is in the box" specifies not only a spatial relationship between

trIr o'.:.!ects, but also a tunctional relationship entailing ehe use of a container.

"The ball is next co the box", on the other hand, carries no such functional

connotations.
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referents that he attaches to these words may be'ApPrO3tatately identical'to
those of the adult, the range of application of the words will be narrower
than that of the adult. The 31 year-old child,having reached this stage k.:-
of developed 6bject permanence. is able to manipulate configurations in a way
that the 18 -month old child 'cannot. The testing procedure for the 18 -month
old children was therefore entirely different 'from that used with the older

The procedure was to present the child several times with each of
a small range of instructions each of, which incoroorated,:a simple spatial
preposition, (In pn, under' up, dow.' oi, oehind). For each
presentatign of each instruction, the situaLCO'i-lIrot.-iting the child was
varied, triforcunately, this testing procedure was not systematized Until
quite recently, so we are unable. yet to present tabulated results. What
we can do. however, is outline a few, typical cespOnse strategies, and
cltorpt ro exptain them.

The normal testing procedure was for the experimenter to give the child
the object which he would be asked to.place, and then to give theinstruction.
Typical instructions were;

Put the ball in the cup
Put the ball on the cup
Hold the aeroplane up
Hold the aeroplane down
Put the ball in front of you
Put the ball behind you
Put the boy in front of the table
Put the girl behind the table
Put the dog under the table. etc.

A

4

The most common response strategy was simply to repeat a previous action,
e.g.. the child would put everything in the cup, or on the table. This response
constitutes a simple play-routine, or exercise of a sensori-motor scheme.
It was typical. of children who either had no comprehension of the verbal input
whatsoever, or who were.not attending to it.

'1

The most interesting results came from the items where the child was asked
to put the ball in or on the cup. It was found that many children readily
responded to the anstruction "Put the bill in the cup", providing the ball was
placed in their hand, and the cup was the right way up on the table in front of
them. H4wever, if the cup'was inverted and the instruction repeated, two
different response strategiks emerged, Either the children would place the
ball on top of the cup, or else they would bang it up and down on the sunface of
the inverted cup, Very few ch ldren were 'able to turn the cup round and achieve
the correct r It, Even if t ey did so, is was usually after carrying out the
second response strategy..me iOned above, In a condition where the cup was
laid on its side on the tafrle, with the mouth facing away from the child,
similar results were found. Towever, when the cup was placed on its side with
the mouth facing the child, a far greater number of children were-able to right
it. and place,the ball inside, When children were asked to put the ball on
the cup, when' the-cup was right side up, no child inverted the cup. The
typical response was to place the ball inside, If however the initial position -

ing of the cup was upside down, many children produced the correct response.

It would be possible to interpret these results as an indication that
the child simply does not possess the meaning of these words. In fact, it
Was clear that for many children the majority of the instructions were not
understood at ail. But the type of responses that are outlined above suggest
that the problem is not "lack of comprehension" in the abstract, but an
inability to manipulate the given configuration,

4
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We would interpret
these results in tree roxivw1u6 w(myo

meaning of a spatial preposition entails a certain set of configurations,.

which is perceptually,distincr from other configurations,

" y.

Certain other more elementary orientations and configurations make up

the component pacts of the configuration which is coded in the experimenter's

instructie "If the child is asked to make a.configuratiqn, but, cannot

identify the component parts which must be combined to fulfil the task

demand, he may either:

a) attempt to perform' the instruction, withoUt altering the configuration,

and fail, (E'g, bang the ball up and down on the inverted cup).

b) Produce a different
configuration, which is suggested by the already.

4,1 existent configuration; (e.g. Place the ball on the inverted cup).

c) Make an entirely irrelevant response, or not.respond at all.

Yids is because he is unable to realise that he'tan transform one config-

uration into another Thus the subjective meaning of the word for the child

"over-extends" itself, not to incorporate the meanings of other words,. but to

include the component confi,:nrations which signal the potential to construct

the referent configuration. Should the configuration
encolrgitered by the

child not correspond to his experience of those component configurations, the

child may. re- interpret the instructions. This is not because he does not

underkand the meaning of the word, but because the configuration, that is

encountered is'in fact a signifier for another, different constructed

configuration, and thus activates a different- sensori-motor scheme. So meaning

Is both "over-extended' and limited. For example- the meaning of the word in

may include the existence of'a space, bounded in all aspects except from that

of the obi-erver, and of lomething to fill it up with, It is these component

configurations that wk refer to as perceptual features they represent the units ,

of sensory input upon which strategies of compreh sion are articulated.

Figure 4

in entails the existence of a s1ace and an object to fill it:

initial configuration -

referent conriguratidp

on entails the existence or a flat surfaceand an object, to put on i

initial'configuration

referent configuration

cf;

The comprehenSion of relational terms such as in front and behind requires

more than developed cbj.e..-, permanence, it requires operational thinking..,

When an adult idntitiis a certain configuration
and uses in front or behind

to describe it, he is not Identifying simply a configuration or disposition

of objects, but a relationship He may use perceptual features and/or socio-

Cultural rulesjo isolate the relationship but he will use themiin a consistent

and logical manner FOT'a pre-operational child, however, the whole meaning t

resides in these contiguratiOns whate;,er they may be in'his personal experience,

according to the strategies lie' has formulated, (e.g in front may be coded,

as: facing the refe:Tence ob3a.'t facing the same way as the reference object,

at the front.of the teteren:e object, between himself and the reference object',

or a combination of.tthebe )
Figure 4 illustrates the way in which component
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configuratiohs or features, when integrated into a sensori..mozbr Schethe,

intrinsically suggest a further, more complex configuration.

.

Language, Cognition and Perception

As we have seen, two major determinants of the childle ability to use a

relational term are (1) his experience of the )s ocio-cultuill rules that
govern activity in a given situation, and (2) the level of cognitive

development that he has atc.:,-Ied,

However, as
4
we have seen, responses typical' of one level,of cognitive

developm9it may-be given in one situation, and responses typical of a
differene level in a dif'..rent situation. What defines the situation for
the pre-operational child is the presence or absence of certain perceptual cues
which enable thim to utilise a generally successful strategy,. If these

strategies produce incorrect responses, the child himself may be unable to
recognise this, or at least to rectif7 it, since his level of cognitive

development is not adequate to this, Perceptual features therefore constitute

a sort of intermediate constructive device for the/child to create the

cognitive structures hp must master, The major demands he must react to

are either coded in, or at the very least accompanied by language. This

language, ,.lierefore, will first .of all assume Meaning through its "association".

(by this we mean operative ifr sensori-motor integration) with certain perceptual
features, This leaves open the possibility-that some childrem may Utilise
idiosyncratic features which Consistently lead in certain situations to apparent

mistakes beinp made, These ni,takes may obscure the real level of cognitive
organisation attained by the child, since he'will be forcedby the contra -

.. dictory cues present in the situation,. including those encoded in language;
to.apparentiy regress to more primitive response strategies typical of a

lower'levet of cognitive development. Similarly and conversely, the
production of a responSe Indicative of a Certain fairly high level of
cognitive organisation 'in Limited situations does n6t allow us to infer the
existence of the .cognitive structure as a whole, The response may be a

manifestation not of the structure itself, but of the structuration process
or strategy employed by the child to produce a specific appropriate result.

Much recent work has emphasised the interactive nature of the relationship

between language and thought, stressing both the rogipl and. ontogenetic
ptimacy of cognition (Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1972), and the accelprative role that
the use of language plays in cognitive developthent (Bruner 1044, Vygotsky 1962),

However, if we are to extend the notion of "meaning" outwards both from Piaget's

position that words (signifiers) are. immediately integrated into sensori- .

motor scheme's or concrete operations, and from the behaviourist theory of

ostensive definition.. and include within the child's subjeCtive meanings the
perceptually salient attributes of the situations and objects normally
encountered as the context for &pew word, a morg complex view emerges.
Language on this could potentially not only facilitate cognitive .

development, but in cer4haill tuations could impede the activation of

cognitive struccurel.

.Like many of pisget sclassic experiment's, the test of.conservation of
volum2relies upon the disjunction between the. logic of the operations

carried out by the ..Fuld and the perceptual feedback by means of which the'child

judges the results of his actions. The resolution of these contradictions and
the 'establishment of conservation dependa upon the child mastering the logic

of the operations regardless of the immediate situation. Until this point,

-the child is still "perceptually dominated ".. Obviously, the pefdeptual

input will have a large bearing on whether or not the child can solve the -
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specific task, although we cannot -say that the concept of conservation has been .)
acqUired until the child can produce his solutions on the basis of the logic of
operations across all the various situations. We have already seen that.the
child's.use,of logical relational terms is dependent on the perceptual
features which he has coded'in language. Inhelder, in discussing the
problem of conservari-3n of length (Inhelder 1973), points out- that:.
"During the four sjec,essive steps in the construction process exemplified
in the preceding experiments (Inhelder 1973), either the apprehension of
the properties of the subjects own actions, or the apprehension.of the
actual properties or-fee tkizes of the objectsmay be preponderant at one
time." Inhelder conceives of cognitive development as a mutual
iaierpenetration of two interwoven systems. When these two systems-
converge. pi the apprehension of any problem in the real world, the
resultant formulations of the problem which each generates, may be either
in harmony or in conflict, Since the language used by the experimenter ;

plays a directive role in the formulation by the child of the problem, the
relative dominance assigned to each of these,systeing may be affected. by the
meanings encoded, by the child, in the words Of the experimenter's
instructions,

Recently, a'certain amount' of controversy has been generated as a
result of claims by various authors that they have iound conservation
behaviour in very young children. Two major explanations-have been advanced
to account for this phenomenon, Mehlt and Bever (Mehler 1972) have
suggested that failure to conserve between the ages of 4 years and 8 years
is due to the loss of initial innate capacities, and their replacement by
more advanced memory strategies. Bryant (1973) explains the same phenomenon
as resulting from hypothesis-conflict caused by inadequate short-term
memory, A full discussion of this previous work is to be found in Appendix 3.

The results that we have obtained from tests carried out with children
aged 31 years confirm that some children at this age do indeed display a
variant of c.,,iservation behaviour, In fact, it should be pointed out that
no child tested could at this age give conservation responses-in the standard
test, in which the child is asked to judge whether he has "the same to drink"
after the liquid is poured from the standard beaker into the tall, narrow
cylinder In fact the problem was confusing for these childreni% they.did not
appear to understand the meanings of same and different in this context.

. Many children when asked are they the same?" would reply "yes", but would
also reply "yes" when asked, "are'they different?", These results confirm the
findings of DOnaldson and Wales that children at this age cannot distinguish
between same, and different (Donaldson and Wales 1970). However. we also
administered to 19 children a test of compensation. In' this test. the child
is giliten the original standard beaker of orange squash. The exptrimenter tells
the child that he is going to drink out of the tall cylinder, and that he
wants to have "Exactly the same to drink" as the-.child, The child is

4 instructed to shout "stop." when he thinks the experimenter has poured into
the cylir,:_r "exactly the same to driu.c." , Out of the 19 children tested,
14 showed clear compensation, while the remaining 5 equally clearly shouted
stop when the'level of.squash-in the cylinder reached that of the squash in
the beaker. Itseems therefore, that not only are young children well ab14 tO
remember x2..,,.ep.late perceptual configurations, but that, in certain circum-
stances, they can also establish equivalences of quanzity between non-jdentical
configurations.. Thus these children, while they cannot be said to be
conserving, are clearly not perceptually dominated, since they can remembfr
what the level was that an equal amount of liquid had reached- after pouring, 4
on a'previous occasion, We arrived'at the following hypothesis as an
explanation for these results,
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The word "-same", as has 1,1ten been pointed out combines within itself 4 ";;f.,

several different meanings.' In the first place it can refer td id nt"v.
4.

That is, that when an object or substance is translated across space or time,,

it retains its identity 7 it is the sale After translation^as before,.

It is clearly thiS criterion which is important from the point of view of

conservation.

The word "same" may; however- refer to perceptual sidilarity. This may

be either of arrabsolute nature i.e. two objects are different tokens of

the same type or of a relative nature, i.e. two objects are alike in some

one or more respect?, but not all. Clearly, the problem in a.conservation

task is that although the liquid remains "the same' -.i.e. retains the essential

features ofridentity over transformation, the transformed liquid in the

cylinder ig not perceptually similar to that in the beaker. If the child's

subjective coding tivt.he word "same" is in terms only of perceptual similarity,

then he will claim he.and the experimenter do not have the-same to drink.

However, before the age of about 4 yea-3. it appears that children are unable

t'o consistently use the words "same" and "different" at all. When these

words do.emerge, they will initially be coded.in terms of perceptual features,

simply because the cognitive structure of the child is insufficiently

powetful to support the notion of identity.

Thus for the 4year old child, it will be by means of perceptual features

that the child assigns objects and situations' to categories of similarity and

dissimilarity Clearly, the predominant feature which codes liquid "sameness"

is the coincidence of the levels which liquids in different containers reach.

For o'h.er objects, substances and situations, presumably other perceptual

features will be used to code "sameness". -But the hypothesis that, such

features will in fact be used gains support from recent findings of Taylor

and Wales (1970). They found that gross perceptual features were more

salient in the .classification by children of :-.11;tire6 into cateogries of

similarity than were other variables such as spatial orientation-,(c.f.

also Olver and Hornsby, 1966).

Until these features have been abstracted by the child from the situations

which he.encounters. he will not be able to code them in language. Neither will

he be able to construct strategies ("perceptual dominance") for the solution-

of prob1,ms which are based on these features.

We therefore predicted that, on a re-testing of these:children at 4 years,

a greater proportion of them would solve the compensation problem by reliance

on the perceptual feature of identical liquid level. This in fact appears to

be the case. Although we have only re-tested 7 children, 4 of these gave

norr-compensatdry, idRntity-of-16vel responses, 1 child fully compensated, and

2 children gave intermediate responses. Thege latter "Compensated a bit",

but expressed unease about their solutions.

These resulia are hdwever open to one objection. That is that the

children are simply remembering at 3i what level the squash, when poured

into the tall beaker, "ought" to go to. By age 4, it could be that this memory

has failed, and thus the children fail. We therefore devised a test which is

not open to such objections. The requirements such a test are that it'should

directly investigate a cons'ervation problem and that it should entail that the

child remember previous relations of equality or inequality. In fact, we

deliberately chose a conservation of inequality task, since this was the only

way to avoid the uae of the words same and different.
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The testing procedure is as follows. .A large toy horse and A small
tbiy dog-are placed in front of the child; who is told; "here is 'the big horse,

;;Ile likes a.tot to drink, here is the little dog, he likes a little to drink.!'.'
A standard beaker of squash is then placed in front of each ea:mallithe
horse's beaker containingmore than the dog's. The squash from the dog's
beaker.is then poured into a tall, narrow cylinder, and the squash from the
hotsea beaker is pouted into another standard beaker. After-this operation,
the:level of liquid in the tall cil' der':. higher than that of the liquid
in=theatandard beaker. The chi d is then told, "remember; the big horse
likes a lot to drink, and the lit le dog likes a little to drink. Now give

j;' them their clanks."

In tlifs test, the language use by dle experimenter directs the child
tioCto9the perceptual attributes of similarity-Por difference of the two

-liquids, but to their"actual functi n giantities. In other words; thg
language focusses on the actions to be carried out.

If the hypothesis ofmemory-failure is correct, at 4 years children,
should fail this test. if, on the other hand, perceptual dominance
were an bsolute. and linguistic input had no influence whatsoVver, they
should also fail. We predicted, on the other hand, that since the language
focusses on the functional rather than the perceptual aspects of the situation,
,children at both 31 and 4 years should succee)

Of, the 9 children at 3i to whom the test was administered, 7 succeeded.
One child definitively failed the test, in that she gave'the animals the wrong
be4ers. One child stated that he could not give the tall cylinder-to the

.

dog; as the dog would not be able to reach up and drink out of it,

L-
uz the 8 children at age 4 years to whom the test was administered,

6 succeeded. One child clearly did not understand the test- he refused
to assign the beakers to the animals. One child made two different responses,'
one correct and one incorrect, She spontaneously produced the words big and
small, and as I result of this coding, stabilised her behaviour at an
incorrect response.

This suggests th$'possibility that older children as a result of a
linguistic recoding of the Experimenter's instructions; may fail this test.

We do not maintain that these results demonswce that children at the
age of 3i and 4 years are capable ofconserving liquid volume, Piaget has
correctly pointed out that conservation of inequality is not logically
equivaacir to conservation of equality.. Full conservation, based on
son,reteoperations, is constructed out of several different componerits.
What these results do demonstrate is that non conservation onthe part of )

young children is a necessary result of the classification strategies they
employ, which are based on the immediate perceptual attribute! of the
objects and situations that they encounter, The lexis of relational
add dimensional terms reflects the abstraction by the child of these
perceptualeatures. The linguistic input in the experimental situation
must therefore be treated as a major and independent variable defining
that situation eor the child. A change in the lexical items used in the
test may therefore shibt the focus of the child s attention. This may
be take to be one example of the directive function of language in
think?n, as discussed by writers such as Vygocsky (19 ).
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Conclusions

The traditional mode of explanation of cognitive development which has

been developed and expounded by the Genevan school is that of a "genetic

structuralism". The'cOgnitive capacities of the develoeire organiSm,

at any stage, are defined by the formal properties of the system of

operations, carried out either on the real worleor by means of internal

represehtations, which logically and consistently generate the observed

responses ,of the organism to events'in the real world.

.1'ti

r

Such a structural description does not automatically constitute an,

adequate explanation or description of the actual process of acquisition or

construe yon of the system,as a whole. The developed system, or structure,

cannot, Jf course, be defined merely by reference to the acquisition

process - the integrkion of the various elements into a logical totality

is a'qualitative rather than an additive transfaemation.

But very little concrete description of the actual processes Of

accommodation and assimilation which charaterise the developmental nethanism

has been offered by the Genevan school. An acceptance of the fundamental

priority of the action-based, logics.- mathematical source of knowledge'of the

world, does not bind one to the view that this aspect of the cognitive

process is dominant in every instance in which the child, or any organism,

encounters a problem, in the world. It is in this sense that we would agree..

with Inhelder that "the (cognitive) structures are atemporal and reflect the

possibilities of a total system, but to locate the formative_me.chanisds:that

can explain'the transition from one stage to an)rIler we havrto go beyond such

structural models." (Inhelder 1913). .

In other words, despite the radical disjunction between the a-priori

tequitements.for the formal structural descriptions of the consecutive stages,

the transition from one stage to another can be seen to have a dynamic and

logic of its own, The transition mechanisms can be elucidated through the

investiotion of the systematic response-strategies which the organism. employs.

It would appear that there are three major determinants of these strategies.

Firstly, there is of course the genetal level of operative intelligence, or

cognitive organisation, that the child has achieved. This level of organisation

delimits the extent of the "field" within which an operation (in our experiments,

the use of relational terms of time and space) can be applied. Secondly,

there are the perceptual attributes of the objects and situations which

constitute thedisparate elements on which the operations function. It is,

these perceptual featUres which define for the subject the logical possibilities

within 'the situation. Thirdly, there are the socio-cultural rules which

assign to these perceptual attributes relative degrees a saliency, and enable

the subject to decide which ones are applicable. 1

Language does not, as many psychologists in die Genevartradition have

maintained, reflect only the first of these relatively autonomous subsystems.

It reflects the cumulative interaction between all three of them (and possibly

others). Further, language may be used to emphasise one of these aspects,

and de- emphasise others. It has a selective and directiVe function, both .

for the subject and for the other people who are defining the situation for

him. We Would not suggest that language isthe source of cognitive organ-

isations- or of thought, merely that the very complexity and flexibility of

language stems from its role as a communicative system which assigns differ-

ential salience. ^o the various aspects of the situations which are,its

contexts. '
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"Intellect", or "logiC", does not function in a vacuum reasons cannot

exist'in the absence of the objects of its knowledge. While it ia valid

to construct formal definitions of the properties of the "collective epistemic,

subject ", abstractedZrom the objects of knowledge,-actual psychological
processes involve real huMan beings in differing social and physical

contexts. It is through knowledge of these.contexts that the child acquires
cognitive structure, and through the identification of these contexts that the

.adult applies ogical rules. Difiterential performances amongst adults

stem from differences in interpretation of context, rather than failure to

apply logical rules.

The development of systemat-Ic differences in the knowledge and
perceptidt of context. is a matter for social, as well as purely cognitive,.

investigation.

In this paper we have tried to demonstrate some limited aspects
)
of this

process by reference to the devdbpment of the use of spatial and temporal

relational terms, and of some other dimensional terms. We hope that this

may contribute to further discussion of the concrete nature of the processes

referred to above. and to their investigation in other areas oficognicive
and linguistic development,

0
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APPENDIX I

The Comprehension of Marked and Unmarked Terms

A classification,of words into marked/unmarked pairs may be made
according to linguistic criteria (specified earlier),

It can be seen that certain pairs of relational or dimensional terms
do in fact fulfil these criteria. (Big/small, more/less,). Semantically,
or psychologically, these terms may be seen as clear positive/negative-
pairs. Something which is small is not big. Less is the negative of more.

In other cases neither the ':nguistic or the psychological/semantic
c-:teria for this typd of marking are fulfilled. The negation criterion
(psychological/semantic) is merely a special-case of the general phenomenon
of marking, where an element must fall into either one of the two categories,
marked or unmarked; there are no other categories. (Singular/plural, for
example).

I

The words infront, end, before, after, do not conform to.this general
rule. If one object is not in front of another,Ot does nor mean it is
behind it. .Consequently, the error. types that we find for these items are
not those of true unto-Led/marked For such pairs, one would predict that:

al. Marked item M,is later acquired and more difficult to comprehend than Unmarked
-item U.

'1;1) Marked item M is initially undc-stood as being synonymous with Unmarked item
U, since the only difference between them is the addition of a Neg-marker to
U to produce M.

For no IL_ in which either in front or behind was used, at any age, was
there a preponderance of substitution mistakes over other types of mistakes.
The results for before.and after have already been given.

For all in front/behind items, at all ages, there was only one item
which sho a significant difference between the difficulty Of these terms
when located in the same sentence frame. This was when the 3i-year old
child was asked to p., the ball in front of/behind you, in which the infront
item was significantly easier at a lever of p <.05. Even here, there was no
tendency for children to substitute in front for behind. Cases have in fact
been observed 'Mere children respond to in front items by putting the
object behind them.

Now let us examine the data for the other pairs, which can more adequately
be.classified as unmarked/marked pairs. The japans given were

bigger, smaller, not as big, not as small, less big, less small.

All the errors are ones of substitution This merely reflects the fact
that these were the only error types possible in the experi - al 4

situation.
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%
. Results

At age 1 years.
No significant difference
by children at this age.

O

betWeembigger and ttaller - both easily' understood

Not as big significantly easier than not as small. (p <.05) ,Reilects
fact that not as in this situation acts as simple Neg-marker. But'small
is already' negatively-marked, therefore not a4 small is a doubly-marked item.

No significant difference between less big and less small.
Both were too difficult_ for almost all children at this age. Less acts as
a neg-niaoker,,but is itself the marked variant of more. Consequently less
.big is also doubly-marked, less small trebl-marked.

F31 same reason,-no signifi-cant difference between not as small'and less
small.

But not as big is significantly easier than less big. (p .01) At age
5 years+.

tlot as bie significantly easier than not As small ( <,01)
Less big significantly easier than less, small (p< .02)'
Not as big significantly easier than less big (p .001)

tir
Not as small significantly easier than less sma (p <.01)"

Thus,"these ate true. unmarked /marked pairs. We can therefore see that

those terms which are true unmarked/marked pairs, according to both linguisiic

and psychological/si 'antic criteria, conform to the expected drror patterns for

unmarked/marked pairs. Those'which, on the aforementioned criteria, are not,

do not conform to such error patterns.

I 4
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APPENDIX '

Examples of 31-year old childrens' responses on the locative orientation tes

a) Parallel placement strategy

1) - - . in front

X

Z.:."4' behind

X

5)x1 in front

7) ; I in front

2) ;'1' in front

4)
r I' behind

b) X behind

8) X I behind

Key y . reference object (lorry x a position of child

= placement object (car)

b) Consistent ube of an 'inftont' strategy

1
1) '774 -- in front. 2) in front

3) --- 1 ,1 behidd / 4)\`.:Q behind

)e-----
-

IX '.

5)X _ 4 _ ..) in front . X---- 4,. behind

7))C in front 8) x
.

behind

c) Use of " fncini." feature for 'in front' strateg

1) in front
X

3) -? 71' behind

2) in frorrt

4)

5 In front 6P(2.- behind

in front 8) X
fi

behind
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Consistent use of a 'behind' strategy

1) -->"± in front 4. in front
_--z--= .

---777-
3y --;)___} hrhind 4) ---7F--- behind

5) A- -> in front

7);C:"7 in front

6))(-4--4 behind

8))( 4.
6

behind'

EXamples of locative orientation strategies its ^d by 6-year old. children

a) Consistent use of axis of lorry

1) in front
x

3) behind

5X---> -> in front

7)x in front

4)

x

front

behind

6)X behind "

8)x T behind

Cons .stent use road-ustr' strategy

1) -->- in front

3) ---1) behind

1(

5)X in front

et.
)IC I-- in front

2) TT in front

X

4) T
- -

behind

6)x behind

8))( _ behind
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APPENDIX

Experiments on the Cognitive Capacities C;1"4.Veryl YOungsChi/dren

The two major recent claims to have found "operational" responses in

very young children have been made by Mehler and Bever (1967), and

Bryant and Trabasso (1971).

Mehler and Bever.. Conducted experimentd on
children aged 2 year 4 months,

to 4 years 7 thonths, to investigate conservation
of.itequality of number and

Volume, using clay and candy'Verlets.

Method

4 tChildren.were asked to makeaIudgement about the equality of 2 arrays:

910 0 0 0

0 )01 0 0 0

The array was then trans'.,.,,,d, and two pellets added to the lower row.

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

In the case of the clay pellets, children were asked to judge which row

had more. With the 'Candy pellets, they were asked which row they wanted to

keep for eating.

Results

Success with the clay pellets was highest between the ages of 2.4 and

2.7 and lowest between the ages zof 3.8 and 3.11, rising again between 4.4 and

4.7. With candy pellets, thel,Ball in "conservation"
responses between the

ages of 3.8 and 3.11 was less dramatic.

Mehler and Bever concl'uded that "rules that allow them (children) to be

successful'at a younger age can be tapped if motivation is sufficiently strong."

"e.rification Experiments

These involved the use of the pellets in conservation of inequality in

volume.

11L_J L_J

a a b c
)4,

Experiment 1. Identity was established in the usual way, using 10 candy

pellets per beaker (a). The children were asked to put one (extra) pellet

into one of beakers (b) or after one of the beakers .(a) had had its

contents transferred into it. The children were asked to choose: to,

i) which beaker had more pellets

ii) which beaker Y.,v wished to keep for eating.
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In both conditions, up to age 3.4, children chose the beaker with More. .

pellets After this age, they appeared to base their choice on shape
(i.e. they preferred the tall beaker).

Experiment 2. The same beakers were used, but this time no extra pellets
were added. Here, the children were asked which beakerful they wanted to
keep for eating. Between the ages of 2.6 - 3.0 they chose to keep either
container with equal probability. When asked whether there were the same
number or more in either beaker,10 out of 22 children replied "equal" or
words to that effect. On the other hander 8 c of 10 children aged 3.6 4.5
chose the.tall beaker, and said it contained more Pellets.

Several criticisms have been levelled against this series of experil
notably by Beilin (1968) and Piaget (1968).

1. Both Beilin and Piaget pointed out that conservation of inequality is
----hot the same as conservation of equality. It was in the former that.

Mehler and Bever's most conclusive results were obtained.

2. Beilin maintained that because of this, kehler and Bever conflated two
different transformations', addition and relocation. When he tested these
separately, the rettakOpid not Conform to those of M & B. Not one child
succeeded in conservalTOn of equality. It should however be noted that in
this instance he required verbal responses, involving the use of same/different,
more/less..

Beilin noted children may understand mare in one Of two possible ways!
eithet (a) relaticnally, or (b) "more of", thus corre:,,,nnding to either
relocation or addition. He did not, however, draw any conclusions frah
this statement.

Piaget suggested that M & B's subjects had not reached the stage of
evaluation by length, and therefore used more primitive topological
evaluations based on "heaping" or "crowding".

He attempted to replicate M & B's expai with rows of pellets, but
added the following condigion:

0 0 0 0. 0

0 0 . 0 0 /

Piaget noted, that the terms used in the experiment were of.considerab
importance. The young children were not always able to understand more aid
less consistently, but a lot and a little and not a lot gave rise to more
consistent answers.

Piaget noted differences in interpretation of more in the young subjects,
but also noted that their answers were totally inconsistent if they were
asked several times during the same experiment. (It is worth noting here
that we too noted inconsistency in judgements of same and different at age
3i years in the conservation of liquids test.)

'4. Piagetrakes the further point that since M & B made "no transformations
of equal collections" they have no justification in describing their findings
as conservation.
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Piagetalso.mentions that young children do not understand same and

different, and are thus not confused, whereas older children begin to do so, and

are subject.to conflict:

"It is worth noting that non-conseryation therefore indicates an effort,

to dissociate variables; very young children and severely mentally retarded

subjects pay no attention to thee variables, whereas older, normal children

pass through a stage Of non-conservation as they reorganise relations which

they cannot yet grasp in full."
16.

Our own summing up and criticisms of these experiments will be dealt' with

later. It is necessary first to discuss M & B's th oretical position, since it

plays a major part in their explanation of their fincUngs.

Mehler (1972) expresses this position as a "theory of impoverishment

of rich initial dispositions ". He draws a comparison between this view and

Chomsky's proposals that there exists an innate linguistic ability.

Mehler maintains that it is unreaso"e to suppose that the child constructs

increasingly rich strategies ex nihilo, and counters this view with the

suggestion that children begin with initial rich, global capacities, which

are gradually lost as a result of reliance on later, narrower, more specific

strategies. He further suggests that the "beliefs of 2-year olds may be

based to a great extent on a phenomenal mnemonic capacity."

He cites the 196/ experiments as evidence that very young children can

perform extremely well in global situations involving unstructured events,

simply by virtue of their high capacity to register these events in memory.

Memory traces thus develop from global to more analytic systems, which

enable the child to rely less on "sheer memory" and more on rules and

regularities. This departure from reliance on memory occurs, according to

Mettler, at around the age of 4 years, and gives rise to a total change in

performances, whereby the eh d relies more on what he sees than what he

believes. He cites the dif erent performances in the tasks involving clay

and candy pellets as evidence that high motivation preserves reliance

on the'part of the child on what he believes'rather than what he sees.

Piaget, commenting on Mehler's innatist hypothesis, wrote:

"As the great biologist Dobzhansky has t-aid, though predetermination is

impossible to disprove: it is on the contrary, and I would add, precisely

for that reason, completely useless."

Bryant (1971) and Bryant and Trabasso (1971)

These experimen s also claim to have discovered conservation behaviour

in very :oung childr In 1969, Bryant showed that while 5-year olds were

able to distinguish horizontal, vertical and oblique lines in simultaneous

presentation, they -.ere not as successful in successive presentations.

He went on to suggest that Piaget's (1971) demonstration that children belpw

°the age of 8 years cannot make transitive inferences from perceptual input

(i.e given A > B B > C, they cannot infer A > C) nay have been'influenced

by the fact that the arrays wEre never presented simultaheously. In other

words, Bryant claimed that their failure to make transitive inferences may

have been due to memory failure.
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Bryant and Trabasso (1971), therefore, trained 4- 5- and 6-year old

schildren on a series of direct comparisons of lengths of sticks. I.e.

children wale trained in the comparisons A > C, B C, C > D, D > E.

' The training on the various pairs was conducted in random order.

They then tested the children's ability to make transitive inferences,
e.g. A > C, etc. It should be pOinted out that the only conclusive
demonstration of the existence of the transitive inference is on the
pair B > D. Only in this case has each of the rods been both larger and

smaller in the initial comparison. It is, therefore, the only pair which
cannot be solved by focussingon the at4olute length of one of the rods in the

pair.

Successful performance on this task was observed at all ages although
the B > D pair was consistenly more difficult than the others. B & T argued

that "Lower performance in the-critical B > D pairs is not due to a failure
to make inferences but.to a failure of retention of the information- contained

in the initial comparisons".

4111
From this conclusion Bryant went on the challenge Piaget's sertion that

young children do not understand invariance. An adult, he calime , solves

a conservation problem by the follow!~- nethobt:

A =B & B = B' B = B'.
I,

a

A young child may understand this, but (because of limitations of short

term memory) may be unable to co-ordinate the two judgements involved in the

task. This stance led Bryant to generate what he called the Hypothesis-Conflict

Theory. Piaget had always claimed that the organisation of conservation data
was a higher-order problem. Inhis view, a young child is unable to free
himself from the data'(i.e. his own perceptual viewpoint) and is thus unable to
solve the invariance problem. According to Bryant, a young child may know
that quantitieszof liquid have remained the same through tansformation in
a conservation of liquids task, but,4s confronted with two conflicting

hypotheses - samekor different -"and does not know which to abandon. back of .

conservation may thus be seen as a failure to resolve conflict.

In order to test his theory, Bryant (1971) conducted the following

experiment) He presented children age 4 years with an array of two
unequal rows of counters.

0 0 0 I.O 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Children correctly judged that these two rows were unequal. Thecounters
were then placed in identical glass beakers, so that they occupied apparently

equal.volumes. The children were now able to judge whicL J.eaker contained
counters (a perceptual judgement would have led the children to say that the

numbers were now the same.)

If we examine Bryant's argument, it is apparent that it does not

necessarily account for, the child's success. He claimed that, since the

child established invariance with counters and formulated a hypothesis he.

was not confused when the counters were poured, thus retaining his initial

hypothesis. Howeve , if we examine experiments on which the same children fail

we can. see that ant's argument falls down. The child in a conservation

experim@nt establishes.a definite hypothesis of invariance, (both beakers

same): When he pours therefore, no hypothesis in conflict should appear.

And yet on this experiment the child fails!
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Youniss and Furth (1973) have made several criticisms of Bryant's work.-

1) They maintain that Bryant did not Prongtly manipulate the memory

variable.- Bryant replied that in later experiments he did indeed do s

(Bryant 1973).

2) They calim that much of the inference work shOWed inferences which were

sub-4ogical rather than-logical. In reply, Bryant denied this.

It should be noted, however, that A > C taken from the information A > B

H> C requires only uni= directional representation B > D on the other

hand, requires bi-directional representation and is `therefore the only

--iAfference wAich is.truly-I-WL(n14-(1-.ei-b-othB-and D are bigger audamaller

at the semi?, time),; It is clear from our own evidence that the A C Comparison

could be see fi to 'Coincide with prilary decentering, and the'B D with

secondary decentering. PeAaps Bryant's most important.remal* is
that while younger chQ:dren were successful on passive inference tasks; they

failed on similar "active" ones , which required to construct the array

themselves. Our own decentering tasks are active. Bryant suggests

that children "gradually acquire effective strategies for putting inferential

ability into practice. His (the child's) task, at any .rate, above the age

of 4 years, is not to quire the inferential mechanism, but to learn when and

where and with what materials to use these_Aechauisms."

It is interesting to note Bryant's mention of strategies in the light of

possible alternative explanations of his and of Mehler and Bever's results.

If we consider the possibility that, as we have suggested in the main body

af'the paper, children do indeed develop different strategies, each of which.

results from the interaction of the child's developing logical abilities and

his interpretation of the concepts and percepts coded in the experimental

instructions, then we may have an alternative explanation.

I

We have suggested that before the age of about 4 years a child is unable

to fully integrate the linguistic input with the perceptual features he abstracts

from experimental situations. We would suggest that "perceptual dominance" is

a specific stage in the child's developing cognitive apparatus, and that until ,

this stage is reached, no strategies based on perceptual featuies will emerge.

If we examine both Bryant's and Mehler and:Bever's work, we can see that

then results could be explained in this way.

Mehler and Bever found that when candy pellets were used in both types

of experiment, even 4-year olds were able to "conserve". If we look at these

resplis in terms of the difference of the. Language used, rather than afty

difference in motivation, it can be seen that thexhildren succeeded when they

were.tsked. which tFey wanted to keep for eattug, and failed when asked whiCh

c had-more. In other words, we would maintain that the child's understanding of

the term more'was what confused him. When the beakers of pellets were equal,

the,younger children chose either beaker with equal frequency. They also said the

the'beakers were equal or not equal with equal frequency. We have already noted

that in'our experiments the n -year olds were equally willing to change their

minds about judgements 'of same or different. Again, in M & B's experiment,

8 out of 10 4 year,olds chose the tall beaker when asked which had more. As we

tictea both Beilin and Piaget 'stressed the importance of the words used. in

the experiments.
$
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We would specify these remarks in the following terms: children between

the agesof about 4 and 6/7 year's code relational terms according gross

perceptual features, which represent the criterial definitions of these teams.

If a child under 4 years has not constructed this coding, he may well appear

to give a conservatio-type response, since he has completely failed

.
to understand the judgement he has to make. When, (as in our compen"sation

task), he is asked to make the squash 'the same' (as 4 was before) he has

''not yet coded same perceptually and is thus free to mduce, by using memory,

.the lgveLa of si7ruash_as_he aaw_themWore. By about age 4, he has begun

to code similarity in terms of coincidence of leVel, so that when he is faced

with the two different beakers he judges them notto bg the same. It is

not simply that the child cannot solvthe conservation problem because of

emory-failure, but rather because the language he uses interacts with his

logical, ability in such a way as to apparently transf6rm the problem with

which he is confronted. Thus what appears to be a regression, is in fact

a further development of the linguistic and the logical systems he uses.

The above remarks can, on the whole, be taken to apply also to Bryant's

work. However, there still remains the problem of the BD inference, on

which several children made correct responses to a level significantly greater

than chance. Clearly, this task is different from conservation tasks in

that there is no conflict between perceptual input and logical task-demand.

In addition to airs, we have found. that the terms 'bigger' and 'smaller'

are well understood by children atthe age of,4 years. It is possible that

under these relatively undemanding conditions; transitive inferences can be

made by 4 year olds; this does not, however, invalidate the essential point

that the active application of concrete operational, logical rules does not

occur until a later age.

4
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